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I. Introduction. 

flReligion and education have been married, divorced; and 

remarried so often in their long history that it ·ts eany to say 

that they cannot get along with each other any better than they 

can do without each other.,,1 Samuel ailler's observation is per

haps better illustrated by the history of religion and education 

in the United ;:)ta tes than that of any other time or place. Ifhe 

relation between religion and education has been problemmatic since 

the founding of the republic. One group of religious people con

demns the "godless It public schools; another group) equally reli

giou~ decries any attempt to teach religion in the schools as 

sectarian and discriminatory. This paper is an effort to explore 

the problem of religion/education relations and to point the direc

tion towards a solution. We shall examine the historic prog.ression 

of marriag~ divorce and possible remarriage as part of this effo~t. 

Any attempt to solve a problem ,depends on accurate discrimination 

and exposition of the components of the problem. The components of 

this problem can be divided into two groups. institutions such as 

church , state) and school and the more abstrac~ unwieldy terms 

religion and education •. It is important to realize that religion 

is not simply the churc~1 nor education the school. Philip Phenix 

remarks) "The relation of education to religion is not the same as 

that of education to the churches. Nor is either of these iden-

tical with the relation of religion to the school or of the 

school to the church. ,,2 Ifhe ins ti tutions of church and school are 

based on the ideas of religion and education, but they do not enclose 

these ideas, because the institutions are so s~lient to u~ we tend 



to limit the ideas to their institutional ' expression. For exampl~ 

the argument that religion does not belong in educat,ion because 
t 

Americans are dedicated to the separation of church and state over-

simplifies the problem by identifying religion and church. 

2. 

Another approach to the problem of religion and education is 

taken by Alfred North Whitehead and Philip Phenix. Whitehead claims 

H1rhe essence of eq.ucation is that it be religious." He continues 

in an essay entitled "The Aims of Education": 

PraYJ what is religious education? 
A religious education is an education which inculcates 

duty and reverence. Duty arises from our potential control 
over the course of events. Where attainable knowledge could 
have changed the issue~ ignorance has the guilt of vice. And 

. the foundation of reverence is this perception, that the pre
sent holds within itself the complete sum of existenc~ back
wards and forwards) that whole amplitude of time which is 
eterni ty." .3 . 

Phenix also makes an "intimate connection tl between religion and 

education. "Religion is concerned with dedication to whatever is 

deemed of fundamental and abiding worth.) education with the process 

of bequeathing this treasure) intact) if not improved; to the young. ,,4 

These approache~ while they do not make the mistake of iden

tifying church and religion or school and educationJ neveriteless re

main misguided. The religion which Whitehead speaks of can be summed 

up by "duty and reverence." Phenix's idea of religion follows Paul 

'I'illich 's r he sees religion as "ultimate concern." In both 

cases, the institutional context of religion goes unrecognized. If 
/ 

we should avoid identifying religion and church) we should also 

avoid separating them completely. 

Although Phenix's book) Religious Concerns in Contempora~ 

Education) is subtitled A Study of Reciprocal Re;LationsJ he concen

trates primarily on what religion as ultimate concern can offer 
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education. Whitehead's approach is similar. I wish to present an 

alternative approach) one that sees religion and education as inter-

dependent enterprises) truly related. 

Both religion and education revolve around two concernsl 

tradition and transcendence. Paul Tillich·s analysis well illus

trates the place of these two facets of religion. He describes 

the symbols of faith as. 

manifestations of the divine in things and events~ in 
persons and communities/ in words and documents. This 
whole realm of sacred objects is a treasure of symbols. 
Holy things are not holy in themselve8:J but they point 
beyond themselves to the source

5
0f all holines~ that 

which is of ultimate concern. 

For Tillich) the tradition of religion is embodied in the symbols 

of faith which are immediately apparent when dealing with religions. 

myths ) doctrines; rituals) names. The transcendence of religion 

is found in the element of "ultimate concern." Our ultimate con-

cerns transcend the symbols which lead us up to the ultimate. il'he 

relationship between symbols and ultimate concerns in religion 

carries a danger. 

Religious symbols point symbolically to that which trans
cends all Of them. But since) as symbol~ they partici
pate in that to which they pointj they always have the ten
dency (in the human mind] of course) to replace that to 
which they are supposed to point) and to become ultimate 
themselves. And in the6moment in which they do this 
they become idols." . 

In our terms) this describes the danger of the subordination of the 

transcendent to the tr.adition. The opposite subordination of the 

tradition to the immediate experience of the transcendent is by no 

means rare in the history of religion. t'hese dangers only empha

size the interdependence of the two elements in religion. 

In education the relation of the two elements is somewhat the 

same. Education is the passing on of the substance of human learning 
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from one generation to the next. In this sens~ it is socialization 

only. the means of replacing one generation with its institution~ 
t -

languag~ skills and method~ by another exactly like it. Yet 
i 

education is more than the passing on of t radition. It includes 

a growth prinQiple too by which the new generation is expected to 

improve ~ on (tr.anscend) the old. Currently popular descriptions 

of education as the fulfillment of human potentia!.) or le,arning 

how to think.) heavily emphasize this transcendent aspect of education 

for the future; slighting its equally important traditional job. 

Ye~ ii is far easier to err in the other directio~ to avoid social 

cha~ge by emphasizing tradition) to give in to the temptation to 

create another generation exactly like ourselves; this is known 

as indoctrination. 

Transcendence is an active and powerful word. It describes 

movement from the inadequate , incomplete present to the more perfect 
/ 

future. Two nearly equivalent terms will help elucidate what rttrane-

cendence" will mean in this paper: salvation , a term associated 
/' 

with religion / and growt~) a term more associated with education. 

Salvation inevitably implies that there is something from which we 

are saved. A - supernatur~~ agent of salvation judges us as inade

quate) incomplete) and unfulfilled. Growth) on the other hand) 

implies human capability to naiurnlly become more perfec~) more 

complete. Frequently associated with growth is a definite schedule 

of stages through which we pass ana a definite set of standards 

by which we can distinguish growth from decline. Transcendence shares 

with both these terms the belief that humans can become mor~ 

better than they are. but it avoids the issue of supernatural or 

natural agency_ Furthermore) it avoids defining a goal; any 



educational system which aims to turn out a certain type of person 

is anti-transcendent. Religion and education both need trans-

cendence.J as well as their respective symbolic/doctrinal and 

social traditionsj if they are to avoid determihpgand reducing 

human endeavors to become more perfect. 

5. 

The' preceding paragraphs have emphasized the similarities be

tween religion and educat i on far more than the differences. A glance 

at Samuel H. Miller's article) enti tled "Qpposi tions Between Religion 

and Educatio~; should help correct this imbalance. Although his 

conceptions of religion and education seem more limited than- those 

discussed abov~ these oppositions are ~orth examining. Religion 

emphasizes the first/ education the second of each pair of terms: 

1) Inclusiveness and specializations "Contrary to the 
attempt of religion to include the total diversity of life in 
some kinq of mysterious affirmatiory despite all the ironies 
of ,conflict and confusiol1J education sorts everything out 
quite neatly and puts each thing in its own place as much 
as possible. 1I 

2) Symbols and ideas: The symbolic nature of the tradition 
of religion contrasts with the ideas which are the vocabulary 
of education; "intended for storag~ for classifying the world 
of happenstance) for exchang~ and for communic~tiQn.~ 

:3) Salvation ' and" l earning ' "education does seem to proceed 
on the ideological basis that a body of knowledge allows 
one to conform to the nature of the world satisfactorily 
and profi tablr., whereas in rel igion there is always the 
presumption tnat human consciousness must undergo a radical 
reorientation in reference to the world •• • it 

4) Mystery and knowledge, Religion reaches out "beyond 
the world of phenomenal app~arance to the ultimate mystery 
out of which all things cams'; education is concerned wi th 
"knowledge as a way to reduce mystery. *'7 

The fundamental thrust of Miller's argument is that 

religion tends toward the mysteriou~) the whol~) the divine) while 

education tends toward the human) the practica~and the this-worldly. 

Religion~ qualities) inclusiveness; symbolism/ salvation and mystery 
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as well as its affirmation of the supernatural) provide a more con

genial environment for transcendence than education,' s special1.zatiol!; 

concern with ideas) learning) and knowledge. These qualities of edu

cation easily enable it to become the mastery of a pre-determined 

body of facts and ideas) rather than a really transcendent "diges

tion" of such knowledge/ .enabling future use of it in solving un-

Religion and education both worry about life after deatha 

religioh worries about your immortal life) education about the lives 

of those you leave behind. l~iller brings us to the realization 
/ 

that although religion and education both contain tradition and 

transcendence , trancendence seems more comfortable with religion 
, f 

and tradition with education. Passing on religious beliefs to 

children and education for social change both seem slightly 

foreign to the main thrust of religion and educatio~even though 

they are necessary for the practice of either. As the table 

below Shows) the passing on of tradition is the educative element 

in religion while the trarEcendence of the social order is the 

religious element in education. rI'he strained ''''relation between 

religion and education) most simply expresse~is this: the~J 

embarrassingly, need each other. 
~. 

RELIGION 

........... ..... --.. - ~---.-~------------------
EDUCA'I' ION 

'fRADITIO.!..!.N ___ _ 

education in relig ion; 
teaching religious 
doctrines 

socialization; 
teaching of skills 
facts and customs 

rrRANSCENDENCE 

religious 
experience; 
conversion 

religion in 
education; 
teaching for future 
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We have been engaged in trying to distinguish and examine the 

componeoets of the problem of religion/education relations. \Ve have 
.

decided that it is crucial to distinguish between church and school 

as institutions) and religion and education as ~deas or practices. 

We have spent some time trying to locate the source of the uneasy 

relationship between religion and education. Equally important as 

a clear unders tanding of the components·. of a problem J howev:er.-J is 

a collection of efficient methods for its solution. Theodore Sizer 

introduces his volume on Religion and Public Education with notice 

of this need a 

l'he issue is:, really a tangle of threads which cross the 
' tradi tIonal lines of inquiry- legal or consti tutional) 
philosophical) theologicall historica~ psychologicaL 
social. Students of the problem have often looked at it 
in only one way- the constitutiona~ for exampl~- and 
have all too quickly reached conclusions from thatlvantage 
point alone. S The results) not surprising~y/ have been 
uneven. 

Possibly it is foolish as well as necessary to try to see 

the problem of religion and education from several disciplinary 

vantage poirits. Nevertheless) this paper will draw on historica~ 

lega~) socia~,) and especially psychological contributions to the 

solution of this problem. 

This preliminary section has introduced three features of the 

method of t his paper. First the discussion shall progress from 
I 

the marriage} or association; of religion and education using the 

Puritans as an example) to their separation in American public 

schools, to the possibilities of their remarriage. Secondly we 

shall be careful to distinguish the various components of the problem! 

churc~ schoo~ religion, and education. 9* Thirdly we shall make use 

of several approaches to the problem. Now let us turn toward the Pur

itans and their model of the association of religion and education. 

* . See fo'otnote. 



II. Puritanism: A Case of Association. 

A historical approach to the problem of religion and educ,tion 

necessarily begins with the Puritans. Not only were they strongly 

interested in both religion and education) but also) in the esti

mation of ~erry Miller , the leading student of Puritanism ) "Without 

some understanding of Puri tanism j it may be safely s'aid) there is 

no unders tnading of America. ,,1 F'urthermore I an examination of the ir v J 

attempt to establish an American "Holy Commonwealth ft will illuminate 

the way the componen6ts of the problem of religious education 

relate to each other in a concrete setting and provide a vision of 

what ,the association of religion and education might mean. 

Irhe Puritans were a people wtth a mission: the purification of 

the EngJ.ish Church. Ridicule) persecution) and frustration of their 

purpose in England raised some Puritans' hopes for the chance to 

build a community of saints in the freedom of the new worl~) thereby 

obeying God's commands and presenting a model to sinful England. 
i"\. 

The strucu~re of their community followed directly from their 

theology which can be summarized under the heading Calvinist and 

Covenant. 

The Calvinist doctrines of human nature and salvation held by 

the Puritans are traditionally outlined as: 

To~al depravity and human inability~ unconditiopal 
predestination) limited atonement J irre~istibility of 
grac~ and perseverance of the saints. 

Full understanding of this theology is unecessary for the reali

zation that these beliefs do not allow for "Salvation by education," 

since education is essentially a human activity. Good ChrEtians 

are made by gracej not by learning. Despite their belief in the 

inability of humans to gain their own salvation) the Puritans 



engaged in making good Christians through education with great energy. 

iThe Covenant theology .. llowed them to do this. 

de~cribes Covenant theology: 

Perry Miller 

The doctrine held that after the fall of man) God volun
tarily condescended to treat with man as with an equal 
and to draw up a covenant or contract with His creature in 
which He la.id down the terms and conditions of salvation 
and pledged Himself to abide by them. The covenant 
did not 8,1 ter the fact that those only are saved upon whom 
God sheds His grace) but made it very clear and reasonable how 
and why certain men are selected ; and prescribed the con
ditions underJwhich they ,might reach a fair assurance of their 
own standing. 

Only this Covenant theology) Ita substantial addition to the 

theology of Calvinism )u4 gave the Puritans the temerity to build 

a community of saints ) given their deeply pessimistic view of 

human nature. 

11he community of saints .:.had a struct.ure and a dynamic,) as do 

all communities. The structure consists of the institutions) 

family ) school) state; and church. 'fhe dynamic lies partially in 

the operation of these institutions to get the individual socialized 

in:~_~:to the communi ty ; or) to speak the language of the Puri tans ) to 

get the individual saved. From inside the Puritan community 

personal experiance of' the saving grace of God was requisite for 

church membership and salvation. From outside) church membership 

seems the condition for salVation. Socializing the child into 

the church is directly equivalent'to saving the child. The equation 

of socia.lization and salvation is important for an understanding 

of Puritan society and the peculiar place of education within it. 

Before considering the place of education we shall awell a 

li~tle longer on the relation between two particularly important 

Puri tan insti tutions) the church and the state. 

Aaron B. Seidman's article ) "Church and State in the Early 



Years of the Massachusetts Bay Colony ,u is corrective of the 

earlier belief that the separation of church and state was an idea 
t 

foreign to the Puritan Commonwealth. Laws permitting only church 

10. 

members to have a voice in government have been cited as evidence that 

the church controlled the state) although the two were not com

pletely identified. Facts such as the colony's charter giving 

"the secular leaders a sturdy foundation for absolute control,,5 

have been ignored. Seidman concludes j "in spiritJ 1n theory ~ and in 

practice " i~ssachusetts was not a church-dominated state) and 

that) from the start) incipient seeds of the later complete divis.ion 

between church and state were already active.,,6 

Seidman states that nthe state dominated the c:fiurch ,,7 in 

the Massachusetts Bay Colony. This conclusion is controversial 

only if we identi~y religion and church. In fact Seidman ' s 

conception of the church is a very limited one: the church is the 

clergy for his purposes. He is right in saying that the clergy did 

not dominate the state) but if he means to say that religion did 

not dominate the State ) he is wrong. At one point ,..) he declares the 

limitation of suffrage to church members "simply a matter of 

expediencY,,/,8 which enabled the civil magistrates to maintain power. 

This limitation of suffrage was more than politically practical 

however; it was a guarantee that only religious men; with their 

proper morals and motivations) woul~~ver get to govern. 

Because definite religious beliefs rather than the institu-

tional church controlled the power of the state~ t he Puritans could 

agree the I1government must thus be dictatorial and authoritarian with 

respect to the beliefs and practices of the inhabi tants_J tt without 

risking a re-establishment of the church-controlled state they fourld 
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so distasteful in Europe. Their religiously motivated state must 

not be confused with a theocracy, a label carelessly attached 

to Puritan government denoting government by God or by church 

officials. Government was by people in a covenant with God; in the 

Puritan John Eliot's words~ this religious group was eager to 

"enter into covenant with the Lord to become his people) even in 

their Civil Society) as ~ell as in their Church-Society. »10 

This separation of church and state did not me~n freedom of 

religion) howeve~ because both the church and the state; all Puri

tan . institutions in fact) operated within the context of a system 

of religious beliefs. Roger Williams exhibited a more modern con

ception of the separation of church and state by making religious 

belief a matter of individual conscience rather than the directing 

force of all human institutions . 

God requireth not an uniformity of Religion to be inacted 
and inforced in any civill state; which inforced unifor-
mi ty (sooner or later) is the greatest' .. occasion of civill 
Warre / ravishing of conscience) persecution of Christ Jesus 
in his servants~ and of1the hypocrisie and destruction 
of millions of souls. 

Williams saw that the Puritan Commonwealth would only work if 

everyone held the same religious beliefs~ enforced by an immoral 

government. He felt government could only protect the bodies and 

goods and Hthe free exercise of conscience in religion " of:~its 

subjects. 12 Williams' great opponent~ John CottonJ answered that 

It is a carnall and worldly and indeed an ungodly 
imagination to confine the Magistrates charge to the 
bodies and goods of the Subjectl~and to exclude them 
from the care of their soules. J 

Cotton saw the civil government and the church government . .} though 

distinct) as allied in the purpose of the religious socialization 
.. I 

of the individual. Church ~nd civil control wemboth necessary 
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for the person's own good. 

The dispute between Williams and Cotton was essentially over the 
t 

amount of power granted to the human conscience by God in the Cove-

nant. By the Covenant~ saved people could more or less trust their 

reason and their conscience as divinely guaranteed measures of truth. 

"For John Cotton the conf?cience automatically responded to the truth 

once it was presented. ,Williams regarded the conscience as an in

tegral part of man ) a faculty that could err as well as any other . ,,14 

Williams had simply lost the Puritan faith that God had deligerately 

arranged matters so that human faculties could be an unerring road 

to the truth. For all their Calvinist emphasis on human depravity 

the · orthodox Puritans had ~1 by the Covenant theology, a very high 

opinion of what was accomplishable by human faculties . 

Of course ) human faculties of reason and conscience running 

wild on their own outside the controls of the covenanted community 

and the Law had no hope of directingthe human soul heavenwards. 

Socialization within the community of believersj accomplished to 

a large extent by schooling} was mandatory. I shall now treat 

separately two inseparable elements of the socialization-salvation 

pro~ess of education: learning and conversion. 

Sometime in the l650's Thomas Shepard) Jr. wrote a Le t t er to 

"his Son att his admission in to the College." Shepard's seventh 

point of advice follows, 

Remember that not only heavenly and spiritual and Super
natural knowledge descends from God) but also all naturall 
and humane learning and abilities; and therefore pray much 
not only for the one but also for the other from the Father 
of Light~) and mercies; and remember that prayer att Christs 
feet for all the learning you want shall fetch you in more 
in an hour than'~, possibly you may gett by all15he books 
and helps you have otherwise in many years. . 

, .... 
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This quotation refutes the conception that Puritanism was evangelical 

and fundamentalist rather than intellectual. Puritanism related the 
, .. 

intellectual ,mind and the praying heart. as this letter shows. Perry 

Miller asserts ItWha t we know as 'fundamentalism t would have been 

completely antipathetic to them for they nev,er for one moment 

dreamed that the truth of Scripture was to be maintained in spite of 

or against the evidences, of reason) scienceJand learning .. n16 

Miller's assessment of the Puritans as humanists means they 

saw 'fa fundamental rationality in the universe and in the mind of 

man"; even an omnipotent God could not be irrational) bound as 

God was by the Covenant. Furthermore~ classical authors:,; though 

pagan~ were almost as daar to the Puritan's heart as the Bible. 

The humanist-intellectual side of the Puritan mind shows up 
t.

strongly in their educatioril system. 

The governmentts authority to set up schools was early established 

in America. In 1647 lVIassachusetts passed an act "requiring that 

every town of one hundred families or more should provide free 

common and grammar school instruction. tt17 R. E'reeman Butts enu

merates four principles of the New England pattern of education 

es'tablished by the Purl tans: 

The state could require children to be educ'ted; the state 
could require towns to establish schools; the civil govern
ment could supervise and control schools by direct manage
ment in the hands of public officials; and public18unds 
could be used for the support of public schools. 

What kind of education was being promoted by this great zeal 

for schooling? The same distinction applies here that separated 

a theocracy from a religiously motivated state earlier. "The curri

culum and administration of the schools were co~pletely free from 

church interference,H 19 and yet) an. knowledge beins from God) how 



could education fail to be religious? Children first attended 

"reading-schools " or dame schools ) where they learned spelling) 

14. 

reading ) writing) ana arithmetic. Reading was learned using 

religious materials the Lord ' s Prayer on the hornbook ) the rhymed 

couplets of The New England Primer (uln Adam's Fall/ We sinned all. tf) 

At age seven or eight ) the ~pt male student would move on to 

writing schools ) which followed the European tradition of classical 

learning. Latin and Greek authors were studied for seven years. 

Harvard College was available by 1636 as a guarantee that ~~e 

stream of educated ministers might never runJry in the new world. 

The curriculum at Harvard was nGrammar) Logic) Rhetoric) Arithmetic) 

Geometry) As tronomy; Metaphysics J Ethics) and Natural Science. ,,20 

The issue of indoctrination) so worrisome to the modern edu

cator ~ did not plague the Puritans. First of all , their closed 

religiously homogeneous society felt little of the competition for 

the minds of children which motivates indoctrination. Samuel' 

Morison declares "education was oonceived of' as a training for 

citizenship and service in a civilized stata J rather than as a 

vehicle for sectarian propaganda." 21 Secondly} their overriding 

faith in the rationality of the universe and of the human mind gave 

them confidence that the well-educated could not fall into heresy. 

False doctrine was a mark of poor education) because reason) correctly 

trained)~ could not discover falsehood. Increase N~ther gave a presi

dential address in 1697 ) "counseling the pupils to search for Truth 

with evidence derived from the new and disturbing scientific dis

coveries.,,22 

Religion and education were closely intertwined because religion 

and reason were closely intertwined) not because the church felt com

pelled to indoctrinate the new generation. However the relation of 

religion and reason tells only half the socialization-salvation story. 



The Puritans would never hand out salvation as a diploma for having 

spent so many years learning religiously in~hool. A personal) 
.. 

emotional, spontaneous meeting with God) a conversion) was required 

for church membership ) not the mastexy of a body of knowledge. 

According to John Cotton) on the one han~ "zeale is but a wilde

fire without knowledge n but on the other hand) "knowledge is .hO ._ 

knowledge without zeal, ",23 

We cannot forget that the Puritans' velief in the depravity of 

human beings ran as deeply as their belief in human rationality. 

Rescue from depravity by conversion was not a human accomplishment; 

it could not be induced by education. Yet could the way be prepared 

for conversion by a type of education? The Puritans needed saints 

for their community; the unregenerate wanted to be saved. Neither 

the saved nor the unsaved were satisfied with waiting helplessly 

for God to act. So the Puritans pursued the possibility that 

the heart could be prepared for God's grace) remaining aware of the 

dangers of starting to think humans could save themselves. 

Like covenant theology) the theology of preparation was a 

definite departure from the Calvinist doctrinal origins . of the 

Puritans. "In strict predestinarian dogma the sinner was taken 

by storm- his _heart wrenched t'c%'m depr.av.i ty to grace. He could 

neither anticipate salvation nor look to the inner self for signs 

of regeneration. ,,24 r:oOn the other hand "By preparation &.rail 

meant a period of prolonged introspective meditation and self

analysis in the light of God's revealed Word. In this process 

man first examined the evils of his sins) repented for his sins and 

then turned to God for salvation. From conviction of conscience 

the soul moved through a series of interior stage~always centered on 



self-examination) which in~urn were intended to arouse a longing 
i 

desire for grace. ,,25 1.1.
10 the strict predestinarIan) preparation 

, t 

,16. 

was simply a doctrine of salvation by works, an impossible coercion 

of God. However) the preparationists argued that the strict pre

destinarian doctrine was Hdivine coercion" of people: 

If God} in the work of conversion" proceeds 
immedfately from legal terrors to saving grace; then 
man is simply, wrenched by the Law into a state of 
salvation. He cannot experience· the transformation;.he 2'
cannot anticipate; his own consciousness is not invo1ved~ 0 

Preparation was an education of the soul which was accomplished 

primarily through introspection, Bible reading and private prayer, 

secondarily through gO,od behavior and listening to sermons. 'rhe 

desired state was one of contrition and humiliation in awareness of 

one's utter sinfulness and of overwhelming desire for God's ~race 

to descend and convert. Baptism was seen within this system 

as the, marking of a person for God) the .provision of IIthat prevenient 

grace ••• necessary for the first turning back. ,,27 After Baptism 

Christ"withdraws Himselftt and the soul is left to llseek after Him~1t28 

The Preparation l i heology developed conjointly with changing 

ideas of church membership) resulting finally in the Half-Way 

Covenant. Making salvation a process beginning with baptism rather 

than a moment when conversion is experienced) caused confusion over 

who should belong in the community of saints and who should not. 

Furthermore) the -rigid standard ~' for church membership - the relation 

of your conversion experience in detail to the assembled congregation~9 

was causing an alarming decline in church membership. In response 

to these difficulties the Half-Way ~ynod of 1662 recommended the 

creation of ' ., , ,',. 
' .• , .- i' .. / 

a class of half-way members) persons capable of trans-



mitting baptism } re-cognized as membersJ and subject to 
church discipline) but barred from the Lord's Supper and 
from voting in church affairs. To qualify for ,this partial 
membership an individual was not required to gi v9'evi- t 
dence that he had attained saving grace; he had only to 
renew or30own' the baptismal covenant made for him by his 
parents • . 

Did the Half-Way Covenant mark a decline of piety among the 

17. 

Puritans? There is no doubt that the Puritans felt extremely 

anxious that religious f 'ervor "hath been for many years languishing 

and dying • . ,31 The consensus of the newer Puri tan historian~) 

especially Pope ) Miller and Morgan) is that the Half-Way Covenant 

was 'an institutional adaptation n32 which evinced an increase 

of p~~ty rather than the decline so feared by the Puritans. The 

Puritans ) inevitabl~ mistook change for decline. 

vhatever its relation to piety} the Half-Way Covenant marked 

a definite change in Puritan society. Robert Pope describes the 

change: f'By the turn of the century puri ty had been largely sacrificed 

t o community_,,33 As they began to flourish in the New World the 

Puri tans did notforget that they were a Holy Commonweal th..J but the ",' 

stress began to fallon uCommonwealth If where it had earlier been 

on ItHoly.n 

We have seen that the socialization-salvation process was not 

simple and straightforward but involved a set of sometimes conflicting. 

sometimes c·ooperating elements. l1he tension between the intel-

lectual and the emotional side of religion) the first the province 

of the school) the second ., of the home ) church and interior lif~ 

was successfully maintained by the Puritans for several generations. 

Eventually , with the Great Awakening of the 1740's; a split 

appeared and the separate s trains of rational and evangelical religion 

have continued through American his tory. Another tension was felt 



between preparation and strict predestination. The preparation 

theology became more acceptable and perhaps reached its · peak with 
t 

Horace Bushnell in the 19th century) who claime~ ignoring con-

version) that ,l urrhe child is I to grow up a Christian and never know 

himself as being otherwise. u34 

In summary I shall examine how the Puri tans ~ as a case..) dealt 
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with the components of the problem of religion/education relations) 

as they were discussed in the introduction. First of all; how were 

the ideas of religion and education related to the institutions of 

church ) school and state? Seidman showed that the church was definitely 

separate from the school and state, that is) clergy did not hold 

positions of high authority in either institution. Though pri

vately-run schools were the norm) R" Freeman Butts noted a ItNew 

England pattern H of education which gave the state significant 

control over the schooling of children. IIlhe church did not rule 

the state nor the school in Puritan New England ) but the influence 

of religion on all Puritan institutions is undeniable. 

Influences did of course pass from the institutions back to 

religions beliefs; witness the Half-Way modifications of Puritan 

soterblogy partially caused by declining church membership. :r he 

Puritans would be loathe to admit any such reciprocal influence 

however. For the Puri tan) religion was comprehens i ve,) integrativE!; 

the supreme motivation. Religion formed institutions which in turn 

were to guarantee the complete acceptance of that r~on by indiv

iduals. The institutions accomplished their function) for the 

individuaIe own good) by the process I have called socialization

salvation. 

The Puritans' socialization-s~lvation process is an excellent 



illustration of the types of relationships between religion and educa

tion represented by the table on page 6. The word 'socialization" 

refers to the element of tradition in religion and education 

while "sal vation" connects with transcendence. 1'ranscendence was 

only accomplished by supernatural agency; natural growth beyond the 

strictures of Puritan society was prohibited) as the exile of 

Roger Williams painfully demonstrates. In spite of its ~imited 

field of operation.) transcendence) as well as tradition.) was 

fully represented in Puritan society; religion and education were 

"married" • 

To elaborate on the Puritan model of associationz 

Education played its role in religion) as children learned 

Puritan doctrines and practices from their parents} from catechisms 

and reading materials used in school) from their devout teachers 

and perhaps primarily from sermons. A glance at Urian Oakes·s 

~ fSoveraign Efficacy of Divine Providence ,,)5 is sufficient to convince 

one of the highly doctrinal; theological content of Puritan sermons. 

As education gave the religious tradition to the children so 

did religion secure the presence of transcendence in educatinV)# 

Transcendence in Puritan education ~as located in two placesl 

1) in faith in human rationality and 2) in their reliance on con

version. Education) though not greatly encouraging speculative 

and original thinking)at least allowed for it and appreciated its 

existence in classical authors. Rationality was always balanced 

by depravity however. Transcendence was also located in the impor

tance of conversion) the saving knowledge of God rather than the 

codified knowledge of doctrine. Not only could your teachers not 

tell you everything there is to know) they could neither make you 
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,everything you wanted to be. Although the theology of preparation 

app:ri~hed a step-by-step ) human-controlled; non-transcendent edu-
t 

cation of the soul) the Puritans continued to insist on the primacy 

of God's work in human conversion. The method of preparing the heart 

for God's grace is) in fact} a perfect case of religion providing 

for transcendence in education. 

Puritanism is one model of the association of religion and edu

cation. Association was made possible by the homogeneous character 
~ .. } 

~9 the society and ~e , po~ul force of Puritan religious beliefs. 

At its best Puritanism exhibited a pure association of religion and 

education) with each doing the appropriate task for the other 

with the tension between tradmtion and transcendence maintained) 

neither side compromising theother. As Puritanism bag an to lose 

its homogeneity and zeal for purity of belief ) through a variety 

of internal and external pressures) the pure associatbn was replaced 

by a defensive association. Both religion and education began 

to experience a loss of transcendence. l there were fewer converts 

necessi tatirs a Half-Way Covenant; education was becoming an indoc

trinatory tool of religion; the lack of religious freedom was pain

fully evident. Furthermore "religion" was collapsing into"church " 

and "education" into "school". fr he connection between the two ideas 

and their independence of corresponding institutions were both 

degenerating. ~he development of the jeremiad; a vigorous sermon 

cataloguing and denunciating the increasing sins of the public 

and calling forrepentancejkept pace with this degeneration. 36 

One external force in this decline of the Puritan synthesis 

was the advent of American pluralism. Perry Miller describes the 

Puritan reaction to pluralism: 



It is almost pathetic to trace the puzzlement of New England 
leaders at the end of the seventeenth century when the idea 
of toleration was becoming more and more respectable in 
European thought. il'hey could hardly understand what was .
happening in the world and they could not for a long time 
be persuaded that they had any reason to be ashamed of their 
record of so many Quakers whipped,) blasphemers punished by ,; 
the amputation of ears~7Antinomians exiled) Anabaptists fined 
or wi tches execut,ed. 
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Beginning July 1656) when the first Quakers came to Boston) was a 

great flurry of legislation calling for the persecutionJ harrassmen~ 

and murder of Quakers. The ~uakers' belief in the I~~er Light and 

their non-conformist behavior were profoundly threatening to the 

community-based authority of the Puritan Commonwealth. Within 

forty years it was clear that the Puritan establishment had lost 

out: 

In Massachusetts~ the single establishment of the Congre
gational Church received a body blow when William and 
~~ry issued the new charter of 1691) making Massachusetts 
a royal province) granting toleration to all Protestants 
and removing membership in the Congregational Church as 
a prerequisite for the suffrage. Thus the groundwork 
was laid for the growth of other religious groups 
which were to challenge the dominance of the single 
establishment. 38 

Pluralism) which proved fatal to Puritanism) has had a greater 

effect on religion/education relations than any other feature 

of the American scene. The next section shall be devoted to 

a consideration of pluralism and its corollaries~ freedom of 

religion) separation of church and stat~ and secularization. 



III. Religious Pluralism. 

Religious diversity is not uniquely American) but it was per

haps more pronounced and disturbing in Irevolu~ionary America than 

anywhere else. A report of the Society of the Descendants of the 

Colonial Clergy g ives the number of churches in America at the 

close of the colonial period: 

1 . Congregational BOO 7. Dutch Reformed 126 
2. Presbyterian 502 B. Lutheran 243 
3. Baptist 472 9. Moravian 84 
4. Episcopalian 40B 10. Mennonite 68 
5. German Reformed 203 ~il. Roman Catholic 57 
6. French Reformed 16 12. Methodist 16 

Under "Miscellaneous" the report lists four Sandemanian churches.) 

one Schwenkfelde~ one Labadist; one Universalis~J one Baumanit~ 

and one Weberite. 1 

As long as the new world was big enough these groups could 

keep to themselves. Yet as the colonies became a nation) as that 

nation bagan to grow crowde~ and as certain groups began to demand 

their rights as : __ part of that nation) frictions necessarily 

develope_d. 

We have seen how the Puritans responded to religious pluralism. 

~hey asserted their own religious supremacy and used the power of the 

state to quell conflicting beliefs) following the Eurppean 

pattern from which they had fled. Butts describes the Puritan 

response as n'Co-operation between church and state with no reli

gious freedom,,2. In Puritan society there was a single established 

Church and no free exercise of, religion. Three other possible 

responses to pluralism are mentioned by Butts: 

2. No establishment of religion~ no free exercise of religion. 
3. 'Co-operation' between church and state with some freedom 

of religion. 
a. single establishment with free exercise 
b. multiple establishment with free exercise 

4. Separation of church and state (No single or multiple 3 
establishment; complete freedom of religion) 



Each of these four responses to pluralism entails a different rela

tion between institutions) specifically church and state, and a 
t 

different relation between religion and education. The American 

adoption of the fourth choice was neithersu~denly nor simply 

decided; it has a history~ both advantages anq dIfficulties; and 

important consequences for religion/education relations. We shall 

now consider each of these three points. 

Freedom of religion and separation of church and state were 

not achieved all at once by the passage of the First Amendment. 

2,] • 

fhe connection between these principles and pluralism is proved by 

the early enactment of separation in states where J1the establish

ment was strong bu~ where the religious population was rapidly 

becoming heterogeneous ••. notably in Virginia. Thus it took Virginia 

scarcely ten years from 1776 to 1786 ~o complete the process by 

legal enactments whereas it took ~assachusetts more than fifty years 

from 1776 to 1833 to arrive at virtually the same stage in its 

consti tutional development. ,,4 The enactment of the principle 

of separation in the states usually took three steps. First was 

toleration of other religious groups by the single established church. 

(#Ja) Second was multiple establishment (#3b). The state could 

still enforce taxation for church support yet the taxpayers could 

specify . to which of several respectable churches they wanted their 

money to go. t:ehird) all forms of establishment were abolished. 

(~4) The state could no longer collect taxes for the support of 

any church. 5 

The speed with which this process took place~. in Virginia 

was due not only to the religious situation there but also to 

the fervent dedication of men such as 'rhomas J-efferson to the 
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principle of freedom of religion. J'efferson.) who was often attacked 

as an unbeliever; did have definite personal religious beliefs and 

was concerned enough for true religion that he wanted to 

prohibit by law any corrupting association of church and state. 

Jefferson was the author of the Statute of Virginia for Religious 

Freedom) 1786: " . 
Be it therefore enacted by the General Assembly J irhat no man 
shall be compelled to frequent or support any religious 
worship) plac~ or ministry whatsoever~ nor shall be enforced) 
restrained) moleste~ or burthened in his body or good~ nor 
shall otherwise suffer on account of his religious opinions 
or belief; but that all men shall be free to profe$s and by 
argument to maintain their opinions in matters of religion 
and that the same shall in no w~se diminis~ enlarg~ or 
effect their civil capacities. 

In 1791) again through the efforts of Jefferson and his collea~ue 

James Madison, the First Amendment prohibiting the establishment 

of religion was adopted. "Congress ahall make no law respecting 

an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise 

thereof .•. " The Fourteenth Amendment of 1868 extended this pro-

hibition to the states) securing freedom of religion by law for 

all Americans. A number of Supreme Court rulings since have ' 

clarified the meaning of the principles of freedom of religion and 

separation of church and state) and have continued to protect the 

individual·s conscience from the threats of religious establishment. 

Religious pluralism) protected by the legal enactment of 

principles of non-establishment and freedom of religion) presents 

both benefits and difficulties to religion in America. This 

situation encourages the perception of ~igion as primarily 

a personal matter between an individual and God. f".[Jhe prayer of each 

man from his soul must be his and his alone. That is the g~nius 

of the First Amendment ... "? Justice Hugo Black; author of the 

above statement) and Thomas Jefferson as wel~ totally lack recog-
" 

, 

I 

I 



nition of the communal elements of religion; Jefferson refused to 

affiliate with any denomination) though his beliefs coincided 

with those of Unitarianism. 8 

Besides guaranteeing the primacy of individual conscience in 

religious matters J the American way of protected pluralism guar

antees religion a powerful place in~ocietYJ if it can hold on to this 

place without civi~ help. Paul Tillich claims religion can ' 

contribute to pluralistic society in three ways: 

First)by judging itself within the free society; secon~ 
~Y forming th~ bearers of the fr~e s09iety; and third) by 
Judging the llfe of the free soclety. 

Religion,> if indebted in any way to the state) could not maintain 

such a critical) npropheticH stance. Such a stance has been 

extremely difficult for religion to maintain even when free from 

state control. State sponsorship of religion may prevent the 

churches from critici£ing sooiety but it does help the churches 

keep their pews filled. 

iJlhe principle of religious freedom ;; in its affirmation of 

the integrity of the individual and the independence of religion) 

is worth supporting in the face of all such practical difficulties. 

It remains that) practically) "separation of chu~ch and state It is 

very difficult to effect. Dean Kelley's ~functional analysis 

of institutions ft which allots definite functions to church)' school; 

and state and exhorts each "not to try to do the work of others 

or of everyone but to do its own work and do it well"lO fails to 
) 

recognize the organic character of society and the multiple 

concerns of the individuals ~who compose society. Because church 

and state share some concerns and becauseJ in many cases) the same 

individuals are involved in the work of both institutions; a line 
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between church and state must be very carefully drawn by the courts . 

1fSeparation of church and state" leav~s open the issue of the 

• relation of religion and the state . Is the state to encourage religion 

because) as Justice Douglas claims)'''We are a religious people whose 

institutions presuppose a Supreme Being lt ?ll Or is the state to 

be neutral or impartial towards religion? If so) does this ma}\:e the 

state "godless" or secularist? Does neutrality actually mean 

hostili ty'? 

These questions reveal the deeply important · issue of religion/ 

state relations underlying the more practical issues of church/ 

state sep~ration. The issue of religion/state .relations in the 

United States is complicated by a fear of secularization; is there 

a connection between pluralism and secularization? "If pluralism 

does not divide the truth) it grants respectability to what is not 

truth,,,12 thereby devaluing religion. In other words) it is possible 

to claim that if the state is not with religion it is against it . 

Logically) the principle of freedom of religion extends to include 

the freedom to be irreligious. 

We need to return briefly to two words which slipped by in pre-

ceding paragr.aphs: secularist and secularization. The meanings of 

these words have been generally agreed upon; their implications for 

religion have not. Secularism is an anti-theistic) humanist ideology 

which can be preached with religious intensity. Secularization is a 

social and cultural proce!s by which religion is disengaged from. 

other institutions. 1] Secularism}because it can be described as 

a r~li@Onl is an enemy of religious traditions rather than of ~

gion, It is debated whether secularization is harmful or helpful to 

true religion) but it is undoubtedly happening. 



We saw the beginnings of secularization among the Puritans 

with the distinction made between the civil and churph realms. 
t 

America's eventual response to pluralism ) separation of church 

and state) and freedom of religion ) continued the secularizing 

process. Pluralism ) freedom of religio~, and secularization are 

inevitably related in America through the principle of church-

state separation. fhis association of conditions and principles 

has severe consequences for religion and education. 

Pluralism protected by the principles of non-establishment 

and free exercise instituted by the First Amendment changed the 

character of American religion. Churches.; as voluntary associations 

in-- competition for members ) propounded the more marketable features 

of religion: its emotional appeal rather than its theological or 

rational side. Sidney Mead explains that in such voluntary churches 

"Christianity tends to be conceived primarily as an activity; a move

ment, which the group is engaged in promoting ... 14 ;J.1he churches 

relied upon education in this promotion) but an education "aimed no 

longer at unifying society but only at aiding one group to survive 

ina world of differing groups. ,,1.5 Religious education,> to satisfy 

the churches) would thus have to stress tradition. 

Pluralism had a different effect on the state. Talcott 

Parsons claims that pluralism is possible in this society "only 

because it has institutionalized a firmly patterned system of nor

mative orderJ incorporated in its legal system but extending 

beyond the realm of the legally enforceable) especially in the 

direction of moral commitments. "16 iJ:hus education was not only 

attractive to the churches as a tool to propagate different reli

gious tradition~ but it also caught the eye of the state as an 

",,' 



excellent method of incorporating a common national tradition) of 

"institutionalizing a firmly patterned system of normative order. H 

t 
Sidney Mead describes how t he churches used education to 
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teach specific religious traditions} being placed in a competitive 

situation by pluralism and disestablishment. 'i'alcott Parsons shows 

how the state needed education to teach a common system of normative 

orde~) a national tradi tion. lhese opposi te educational purposes of 

church and state ) one stressing our differencesJ the other our 

common nationalit~) were both formed by pluralism and furthered by 

separation of church and s tate. In addition} both these purposes 

involved a concentration on tradition to the exclusion of trans-

cendence. Separation of religion and education) a process encouraged 

by pluralis~ was a combination of three processes: 1) the separation 

of church and state; 2) increased stress on common public education 

forsaking divisive religions education and 3) disruption of the 

mutual relations of r~igion and education by exclusive concen-

tration on tradition. This process of separation shall now engage our 

attention. 



LIV" Separation. 

l'he enactment of the first amendment did not have immedia_e 

educational effects ) because a system of public school~ under gov

arnment control) wci.~:~:s not yet well-established. BeO[re separation 

flo church and state could affect the schools there needed to be 
"-

a definite and extensive connection between the state and the school. 

We saw the beginnings of the public school system among the Pur

itans: schools controlled and partially funded by the government 

were available to all children. Poor children could attend for 

free. By the eighteenth century) uppoer class children had 

la.rgely deserted these public schools for the elitist expensive 

pri va te school. T'he "free 'f school was attended predominantly 

by poor children and control of these schools switched from the 

government to charitable and religious groups. It was not until 

the first half of the nineteenth century that a movement arose 

for free~ government-controlled education for all children) rich 

and poor alike. 1 ;rhe roots of this movement were in the growing 

nationalist impulses of the adolescent United States. Floods 

of immigrants made the problem of national unity especially acute 

and common education in a public school seemed a major part of 

the solution. 

Neil McCluskey has written a book called Public Schools in 

Moral Education; the Influence of Horace ~~nnfWilliam Torrey Harris» 

and John Dewey. These three men were instrumental in shaping American 

education from 1837 when Mann took office as Secretary of the Massa

chusetts State Board of Education up to and beyond John Dewey'S 

death in 19.52. l'hey were also instrumental in ,the "secularization" 
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of American education. Each had definite views on the place of 

morality and religion in the public school. They unanimously opposed 
t 

sectarian taaching and unanimously favored moral education in the 

nation~~ school system. I shall follow McCluskeyts lead and under

take a consideration of the influential educational and religious 

positions of Mann) Harris) and Dewey. 

Horace Mann's Massachusetts had a long tradtion of 1) concern 

for universal education and 2) the religious hegemony of the Congre

gational Church. Mann felt that universal education of the quality 

the state desired was only possible if the second condition 

changed. 

-!-:---Y - ~Mannts personal religious life is of importance here. He was 

born in 17969 in Franklin } Massachusetts~ to a Calvinist family. 'l'he 
• .;f t 

extreme Calvinism of Reverend Nathaniel Emmons) the Congregauonal 

ministe~) terrified the young Horace. 

Mann recalled with horror the graphic sermon Emmons 
preached at the funeral of his favorite brother; Stephen~ 
who had drowned. The preacher had dwelt exclusively upon ~ 
the dangers of 'dying unconverted' and thus only deepened 
further the grief and anxieties of the ~~nn family. From 
that point on Mann had little patience with a religion which 
appeared to threaten rather than console at the time of death~ 
fhe 'consistent Calvinism' of the Reverend Mr. Emmons re-
presented in stark form what Mann came to abhor as 'sec-
tarianism' ~nd to fight as not being fit for the minds of 
the Y01.:lng. 

Mann turned to Unitarianism) Calvinism's serious rival in early , 

19th-century Massachusetts. His own peculiar brand of Unitarianism 

included belief in the e)(~1stence of God} in the spiri tuali ty and 

immortality of the soul j in future rewards} and (less whole

heartedly) future punishments. Jesus was seen as a moral teache~ 

not as divine. !:Phe Bible" which could ·'speak for itself)" was an 

important adjunct to natural theology (God discoverable by reason 

alone) for Mann. Mann scorned the notion of church as sole inter~ 



preter of Scriptures and his writings reveal more than a trace of 

anti-Catholicism ("that Vice-gerent of Hell the Pope of Rome.")J 
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t 
Mann's rejection of Calvinism for Unitarianism did not signal 

4 any loss of religious interest. His strong devotio~) especially 

to the principles of Christian morality; naturally dominated his v4ew 

of the purposes of public education. Education was primarily 

Such culture of our moral affections and ~igious sensibilities 
as in the course of nature and Providence shall lead to a 
subjection or conformity of all our appetitie~~ propen-
sities and sentiments to the will of Heaven. , J 

In these words of Mann's lecture we can hear an echo of the prepara-

tionist Puritanism which associated education with the salvation of 4 

the individual. The title of this lectur~ delivered in 18)8) tells 

another story: "The Necessity of Education in a Republican Gov-

ernment.fI An incid~utal) secondary) yet very important purpose of 

education was the making of good American citizens) able to handle 

the burdens of freedom and the requirements of democratic government. 

Morality was the common element in this dual purpose of education. 

McCluskey identifies as fundamental pillars of ~ann's thought the 

following theses: 

1. The principal aim of education is the development 
of the child's moral and religious character ••• 
2. Character formation is the direct responsibility of the 
c9mmon school; in fact) the common6school is the most 
perfect agency for such formation. 

Public education was an ideal means of inculcating the morality 

which was needed both for individual salvation and for the success 

of the American democratic experiment. Public education was a 

moral enterprise: it was the "great equalizert' of human conditions 

"the balance wheel of social machinery:, 7 Furthermore) public education 

could teach morality) specifically the moral principles of Christianity. 

Horace Mann contended that morality and religion were insep-



arable. ItHe regarded education as primarily a process of moral 

nurture in which a kin.d of generic religion was of central impor-
, t 

tance.,,8 Morality could not be developed in children without 

reliance on both natural theology and Hthe fundamental principles 

of Christianity.n9 Morality and religion had to support each 

other within the school; the major problem Mann faced was "What 

kind of religion?" 
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Mann was dedicate.d to common public education and to religious 

moral education. It was painfully clear to him that in order to 

have the first, the second must be very carefully filtered into the 

common school system; because of Massachusetts' religious pluralism. 

Massachusetts was rocked by a bitter struggle between Congregationalists 

and Unitarians. tt'l'he Ieli.igious scene ••• was complicated further by the 

growth of such 'sects' as the Baptis~ the Christians) and the Meth

odists; by the spread of Universalism; by the rise of Transcen-

dentalism; which was a disturber of Unitarian peace; and by the 

accelarating influx of Roman Catholic imigrants.,,10 We saw in the 

previous section how separation of church and state becomes more of 

an issue in a context of religious pluralism than Puritan ~omo

geneity. Separation had been legally enacted in Massachusetts 

shortly before Horace Mann came to his position as Secretary. The 

act of 1827 ruled out the use of sectarian textbooks in 

Massachusetts public schools. 'rhe Congregational Church was legally 

disestablished in 1833, a long forty-four years after the passage 

of the First Amendme.st. 
I 

Keeping religion in the common schools required two acti vi t fies 

of Mann: first) that he avoid the sectarian elements of the various 

religious traditIons. Not only would sectarian instruction endanger 



the common character of the school: "Were Ivlethodism taught) Bap

tists would withdraw their children. Were Protestantism taught) 
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Roman Catholics would withdraw their children. And so on down 

America's long list of religious denominati ons~ll In addition 

some sectarian instruction especially of the Calvinist variety was 

itself immoral and would damage the moral character of the public 

school as well as its common character. MannIs second task was 

to avoid removing religion from the schools along with its sec

tarian manifestations. W~nn accomplished these difficult tasks 

through 

the teaching of a non-sectarian liberal Protestantism: he 
came increasingly to believe that certain common principles 
could be culled from the several sectarian creeds and 
made the corI2of a body of religious doctrine on which all 
could agree. 

l'he Bible was crucial to Mann's enterprise. "To this book) read 

without comment (g.aily in the public school classroori] Mann ascribed 

an almost magical quali ty ... l'he word from the book alone had the 

capacity to elicit the desired moral response in the pupil. ,,13 If 

the Bible was read in school) no one could claim the public school was 

irreligious; if it was read without commentJ no one could accuse 

the school of sectarian teaching. 

Horace ~~nn's position is well summarized by the following 

sentences: 

~he teachers were influenced towards inculcating a system of 
religion which amounted to an acceptance of the existence of 
Go~ His Providence,and His preparation of a life beyond the 
grave. i~nkind is to relate itself to God in this life by 
trying to practice the virtues extolled in the Bible in emu
lation of the maxims and good deeds of Christ. Such good 
works will contribute to the preservation and enrichment 
of the democracy that is America and help the soul to a place 
in the life to come. Such a system of religion (and it should 
never be forgotten that such Mann conceived it to be and wanted 
i tJr_ as religion) in the common scho£4s) comes close to being 
a summation of Unitarian theology. 
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Mann did not want to separate religion and education because of his 

insistence that education be moral and that morality was religious • ., 
He wanted to separate church and state) but did not succeed insofar 

as the religion in his schools was that of the Unitarian Church. 

Let us here take some time to learn more exactly what the common 

school was coming to mean in American educational history. 

Lawrence Cremin provides an accurate description of this institution 

in its first flower) c. 1850: 

1.A common school was a school ideally common to alL 
available without cost to the young of the whole community. 
2.A common school was a school providing students of diverse 
backgrounds with a minimum common educational experience 
involving the intellectual and moral training necessary to 
the responsible and intelligent exercise of citizenship. It 
was carefully to avoid in the process those areas which in 
terms of conscience would prove so emotionally and intellectually 
divisive as to destroy the school's paramount commitment to 
universality. 
3.A common school was a school totally supported by the 
common effort of the whole community as embodied in public 
funds. 
4. A common school was a school completely controlled by the 
whole community (Usually through its representatives) rather15 than by sectarian political) economic) or religious groups. 

Horace Mann had helped shape this institution. William Torrey 

Harris knew it as an established insti tution ,) yet his influence 

was considerable as well. 

Harris was superintendent of the St. Louis public school 

system from 1868 to 1880; U.S. Commissioner of Education from 1889 

to 1906; and a Hegelian philosopher who founded the Journal of 

Speculatiye PhilOSOPh~.16 Harris boldly called for complete 

secularization of public schools arguing that religion must take 

a denominational form and that religion and morality could be 

separated. l ? '"rhe philosophy of educaiion espoused by Harris 

is related to his understanding of the nature and function of insti

tutions,u18 Our understanding of the involvement of institliltions in 

the relations of religion and education can be enhanced by a consider-

",,' 
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ation of Harris's thought. 

Harris believed) following Hegel) that the indi,vidual person is , 
subject to animal impulses) selfish and immoral. It is only 

through ttlife lived in institution~' that "a secondary 

and higher self of man" 19 can dominate the primary selfish nature 

of the isolated individual. 'I'he institutions which society.-:had devel

oped to raise individuals above themselves are the family> civil 

socEty) the State and the Church. iJ.ihe school holds a peculiar place 

in Harris's system. It comes ttbetween the institutions of family 

and civil society)partaking somewhat of the nature of the four enu

merated) and forming a transition from the family to the other three. n20 

The primary purpose of all institutions is ethical: to aid the indiv

idual in acquiring the ethical principles without which civilized 

life is impossible. 

Education is the means by which the institutions accomplish 

their purpose. Bducattn is by no means confined to the school; 

ftlndeed we may go so far as to say that nothing which the school 

can give is so valuable or so indispensable as the peculiar edu

cation furnished within the province of the family) or civil 

society) or the state or the church. ,,21 'llherefore the school cannot 

be held responsible for that which the other institutions should 

teach properly. 

lhe sch~ls were not toteach sectarian religion)but the 

teaching of morality was wtthin their sphere. Discipline was the 

most useful tool for teaching morality. Harris's Hegelian beliefs 

informed all of his administrative policies down to the absolute 

requirement of punctuality and the laborious collection of city

wide tardiness and absence statistics. All rule~ and Harris insti-
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tuted many) contributed to the ethical development of the child 

through the institution of the school. 
t 

If education was the instrument of institutions i~ulfilling 
~ 

their ethical purpose ) religion was their basis. Religion 

has furnished the ultimate ground of all obligation and 
founded morals ••. With the development of civilization 
one institution after another uorrows from religion the 
form of its divine principle and is allowed t022rganize 
itself independently when this is accomplished. 

Though church and state are separated) the state is still funda

mentally religious because it has borrowed the divine principle of 

justice which was originally revealed in religion. 

Harris) like the ' Puritans) saw religion behind all institutions. 

Thus the public school could be religious without teaching sectarian 

beliefs. which were forbidden it. Was the religious element which re-

mained in the public schools the element we have called Ittranscendence~? 

Horace Mann) like the Puritans) located transcendence in the super-

natural. Religious transcenaenceJ or salvation, was part of 

the purpose of education as moral. For Harris) transcendence wa,s not 

in the supernatural ) that which is beyond human beings and judges 

them, but in natural institutions , which raise individuals above them-
. in insf ift:4. -'ions nCt $ Jed -1-0 Cl... jt-,d!}.;c)?en-t··.of h Jl~Y1 

selves. Harris's location of transcendenceVas conservative. Merle 

Curti wri tes) in an article enti tIed "William 'J? Harris 'llhe Con-

servator" : 

Harris was no less ardent a champion of American nationalism 
and imperialism than he was of industrial capitaLi sm. As a 
Hegelian) he believed that the national state was the greatest 
of human ' institutions necessary for civilization and for the 
realization of true individualism. Only through the state 
?oul~ th~3individual be free to absorb the benefits of civil
lzat~on. 

Horace Mann saw the public school as an--agent of moral edu

cation) first for the individual soul ' s benefit) and second) for 

the benefit of the nation. Harris saw the public school as com-
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mitted to the task of educating for the state. This aspect of 

his educational philosophy) which saw the fulfillme~t of the individ-
. .-

ual in insti tutional life) is anti-transcendent. rrhe individual 

benefits from social institution~but he or she is also ~rapped by 

them, it is hard to imagine "education for social change U within 

Harris's system. However the anti-transcendence of Harris's system 

is considerably mitigated by his placement of religion above insti-

tutions and his insistence on the educative function of every insti-

tution including the Church. Religion with its supernatural 

"divine principles;" ideally judges and corrects insti tutions. No 

one institution is given sole indoctrinatory rights over the child. 

Transcendence is possible in Harris's system} if it is not specifi

cally provided for. 

John Dewey) in contrastJat first seems to present a totally 

anti-transcendent educational system. Dewey shared with Harris 

the conviction that the individual was at his or her best only 

in society. Neil McCluskey portrays the young John Dewey pon-

dering these questions: 

Does man have an end to fulfill that is independent of 
society? Is his first responsibility to develop himself 
as a person and thereby: servetsociety as a citizen? Has man 
a destiny that transcends the order of emp~ical time and 
space? The mature John Dewey's poin2~de depart is precisely 
a negative reply. to these questions. 

'lhe highest the individual can go is a socially acceptable life. 

Dewey is perhaps more consistent thain Harris in his denial as 

well of the two sources of transcendence included in Harris's 

.system. Dewey's judgment of religion and of the supernaturalism 

which Harris valued in it was harsh; he believed that historic 

supernatural religions are encumbrances which smother and limit 

the genuinely religious attitude. 25 Let Dewey elaborate on this 



distinction between "religions "and "religious " : 

... a religion (and as 1 have just said there is, no such 
thing as a religion in general) always signi~~es a specia!J.. 
body of beliefs an d practices having some kina of ins ti tu
tional organization) loose or tight. In contrast) the 
adjective ~religiousf denotes attitudes that may be taken26 
toward every object and every proposed end or ideal. 
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An important but unspoken part of this distinction is that religions 

tend to signify a special body of supernatural beliefs and practices 

while a religious attitude can be taken toward every proposed end 

or ideal) including entirely natural or secular ones. a'rhe ideal 
r, ~ • ends to which we attach our f~th are not shad~oy and waver1ng. They 

assume concrete form in our understnading of our relations to one 

&nother and the values contained in these relations. 1I 27 Dewey's 

ideals were entirely natural and social; there is no trace of the 

educational ideal of individual salvation which was held by Horace 

Mann. 

Dewey ) unlike Harris) posited no supernatural rleligion 

guiding insti tutions. '.L1he second source of transcendence in Harris;) 

a division of educational labor) is also absent in Dewey. He 

narrowed the educational focus until it was centered almost 
entirely on the common) public school. In a society becoming 
rapidly industrialize~~ the home J the neighborhoodJ and the 
church were facing serious limitations in their educational 
role. Hence the school must take on the educational function 
almost singlehandedly. The progressive educators' concept 
of educating the whole child sometimes became confused 28 
with the idea of providing for the child's whole education. 

A second look at Dewey convinces me that transcendence does 

indeed have a place in his educational system) though certainly 

not the same place as Harris gives it. Dewey exerted great influence 

in this country as the Father of Progressive Education. In an article 

enti tIed "Development as the Aim of Education ,~f Lawrence h.ohlberg 

characterizes Dewey's progressive edunation as that which "~ill 
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prepare free people for factual and moral choices which they will 

inevitably confront in society.u29 Dewey's explanation of the 
.

philosophy of progressive education is as clear a statement of the 

existence of transcendence in education as can be found: 

Existing likes and powers (of the child) are to be treated 
as possibili ties) as starting points} ' that are absolutely 
necessary for any healthy development. But development 
involves a point toward~ which as well as one froI! which; 
it involves constant movement in a given direction. rhen 
when the point that is for the time being the goal and end 
is reached) it is in it~oturn but the starting-point of 
further reconstruction. 

In addi tion, lJewey wri tes of r'Education for Social Change. ft 
/ 

Transcendence is clearly visible in Dewey's system) both as a mattsB 

of individual development and of social progress. Education is not 

the arm of controlling institutions as it was for Harris. Dewey 

believes in its power to"affect positively and constructively 

social conditions. ·,31 

~he presence of both transcendence and anti-transcendence in 

Dewey's philosophy of education does not have to be explained away. 

Both tendencies are there. The theory of progressive education was 

Dewey's great contribution to a continued element of religious 

transcendence in schools. However) I find that the anti-trans-

cendent forces in Dewey overwhelm the progressive forces. In 

rtIVIy Pedagogic Creed" Dewey says: 
! 
~believe that ... education is a regulation of the process of 
coming to share in the social consciousness; and that the 
adjustment of individual activity on the basis of this social 
consciousness i& the only sure method of social teconstruction. 
-this conception has due regard for both the individualis~tc 
and socialistic ideals. It is duly individual because it J 

recognizes the formation of a certain character as the only 
genuine basis of right living. It is socialistic because it 
recognizes that this right character is not to be formed by 
merely individual precep~) exampl~ or exhortation/ but rather 
by the influence of a certain form of institutional or com-
munity life upon the individual) and that the social organism) .32 
through the schoo~ as its organ, may determine ethical results. 
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Social progress was paramount for Dewey. He appreciated the im

portance of individual growth, but subordinated it to the process 
.-

of social growth.)) Lawrence Cremin quotes a reviewer who claims 

that !lin the Deweyan social system there is no room for any individ

ual who wishes to lead his own life in the privacy of reflective 

self-consciousness."J4 

Dewey's views on the place of reli.gion in education serve to empha

size this anti-transcendence. His distinction between "religion" 

and "religious" reappears here. Dewey was against any teaching of 

religion in schools. Not teaching religion did not make th~ public 

school irreligious, however. For Dewey \ the public school exhibited 

a reli~ious attitude in its dedication to the natural ~ social ideal 

of a 'tspiri tual communi ty" of individuals of different nationalities} 

tradi tions and creeds who yet shared a "common fai th fI in democracy) 

science and the value of American unity. Christopher Dawson under-

lines this point when he says 

Dewey) in spite of his secularism J had a conception of education 
whioh was almost purely religious. Education is not concerned 
with intellectual values; its end is not to communicate or to 
train scholars in the liberal arts. It exists simply to serve 
Democracy; and Democracy is not a form of govern~ent> it is a 
spiritual oommunity> based on'the participation of every human 
being in the formation of social values.' Thus every child 
is a potential member of the democratic church; and it is the 
function of eduoation to actua,~ze his membership and to widen 
his powers of partioipation. 

Dewey found the religious character of public education) not in 

its transcendence as I have suggested > but in its common) secular 

, socially-oriented, nati onalizing function. 'fhis function is not 

directly inculcation of a national tradition; it is rather the com-

munal search for a national tradition. But it remains an effort to 

subordinate the individual to society? to deny pluralism) and to 

exclude transcendence from the public schools. Dewey'S attitude 



toward American pluralism explains the peculiar place of tradition 

in his educational philosophy. 

Our unity cannot be a homogeneous thing like that of the 
separate states of Europe from which our papulation is 
drawn; it must be a unity created by drawing out and 
composing into a harmonious whole the best~ the most char
acteristic0~hich each contributing race and people has to 
offer. 

Who decides what is the best each group "has to offer? Will the 

result of this created unity forever be whol.ly imaginary? Or 
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once we have a consensus, will it then be imposed on all children? 

Dewey gives us an image of Americans deeply regretting~he lost 

homogeneity of Puritanism) continually struggling after an elusive 

national unity which can never be formulated. This national 

tradition is what should be taught in the public schools) yet the 

obvious pluralism of America and his belief in progressive education 

rescue Dewey from having to demand such a traditional conserva-

tive education. 

By comparing Mann) Harris, and Dewey on the issue of religion in 

the public schools we can begin to see how the separation of 

religion and education came about. Horace Mann definitely wanted 

religion in a public school. His association of religion and 

morality and his desire that education aid eternal salvation as 

well as temporal social conditions by teaching morality made the 

presence of religion mandatory. A conception of non-sectarian 

religion allowed Mann to defend that presence. A first step 

toward secularization had been taken however. William Torry Harris 

took the next step: if only non-sectarian religion is allowed in 

the public school,}' and if the:re is no such thing as non-sectarian 

religion) then religious instruction must be excluded. In recog

nizing the educative functions of every social institution" Harris 



could feel comfortable with a secular public school. fha Ghurch 

was entirely capable of religious education. John Dewey r ein-
.. 

vested in the public school every educative function Harris had 
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removed from it) except that of religious education. "Dewey pro

posed a 'scientific' substitute for the traditional concept of 

religion which he thought would be more in keeping with the exi

gencies of modern democratic society. His experimentalist philo

sophy of education left no place for supernatural religion either 

in or outside the school.,,3? 

Irhe removal of sectarian religi ous instruction from the public 

schools was not the condition of the separation of religion and 

education} but of the separation of church and state. Mann) Harris 

and Dewey all affirm the association of rekgion and educationjyet 

for each this meant something different. For Mannjreligion and 

education should be together in the public schools. For Harris reli

gious education was the province of the churches. For Dewey ;iublic 

education was religious "because of its crucial importance in 

Americanizing and democratizing the youth.,,3~ Mann located reli

gious transcendence in supernatural) Unitarian doctrines; Harris 

found it in the religious principles behind institutions and in 

church education. Dewey's transcendent progressive education was 

limited by his anti-transcendent goal of Americanization. ~raditio~ 

ascendent in all three generationsteducatio~ philosophie~ reaches 

peak importance in Dewf;Y's. "Henceforward universal education 

ceased to be considered asa means of communicating learning and 

became instead an instrument for creating a common mind. n39 

Having established that the "separation of religion and education~ 

meant a loss of transcendence and an overemphasis on tradition 

in the thoughts of educatorsJ we need to focus on developments in 

American education. What was happening in religious education, in 



the public schools, in the Supreme~Court? We shall look at three 

sets of documents which continue the story of separations 

1 )The Proceedings of the F'irst Annual . ConvErtion of the 
Religious Education Association) Chicago; February lO-12 j 1903. 
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2) A group of statements which appeared after World War II 
urging attention to "moral and spiri tual values in the public schools." 

3) The Supreme Court's rulings on religion and education. 
I 

'~centrating on Mann; Harris and Dewey and public education we 

have ignored parallel developments in religious education. Did the 

reduction of transcendence in the public school contribute to 

a disruption of religion/education relations in religious education 

as well? 

The Sunday School arose as sectarian teaching was phased out of 

the public school. "A blend of idealism and self-interest ,,40 led 

the Protestant denominations lto set up a system of Sunday schools 

parallel to the public schools) as Harris had envisioned it. Harris 

actually believed that church education was above public education 

/ 

"because it reveals the highes't principle to man) that of the Creator ,,-' 

of the world. ,,41 The "Protestant parallelism" of Sunday SChool 

and public school described by Robert Lynn subordinated the former 

to the latter) following Dewey'S rather than Harris's model. 'l'he 

Proceedings of the Religious Education Association's first annual 

convention Show how this subordination was accomplished. 

The enthusiasm for religious education demonstrated by the 

formation of this association was essentially an off-shoot of the 

far more prevalent enthusiasm for public education. The great per-

centage of the nation's educative hopes and energies were directed 

toward the public school. The Reverend , Edward A. Horton expressed 

the opinion of the convention when he said. 



We must aim at closest cooperation with the public-school 
system. ~he free schools of America are justly our 
pri~e . : • Our na ti ona14~ife in its entirety is mO.lded by -t _"',:. 
the lr l.nfluence. . ., 
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The convention was generally satisfied with the public school system. 

As long as the public schools were not, hostile to rei igion or 

morality" the contributors acc:i19ted the consequences of separation 

of church and state. J.W. Bashfordts assessment was agreed upon: 

The problem which confronts us is the advancement of 
religious education among our young people without adop~ing 
any measur~3which even looks toward the union of church and 
state. 

The advancement of religious education meant for this convention the 

emulation of the public school. The first address ~ sets this 

tone for religious education: 

we who are here are generally persuaded that the advance in 
psychological and pedagogical study for the last twenty years 
has led to decided improvement in secular education. We who 
believe this believe also that a similar improvement may be 
secured in religious and moral education by similar methods 
and by careful study of th1t4phenomena of religious experience 
for the period of youth. 

Some contributors followed William Torrey Harris by emphasizing ~ 

that religious education had something distinctive to '(bffer which 

could not be found in the public school. The majority however were 

Deweyan in their belief that the public school embodied the highest 

educational ideal and that religious education's sectarian) tradi

tional side was a disadvantage and an embarrassment. Henry ~hurchill 

King describes religious education) not in terms of doctrines) but 

exactly as Dewey descri bes his "religious tt public education: 

the end of religious education 18 never mere knowledge or 
learn1ng, out ~o br1ng the individual into life- the lar
gest richest highest life ••• The vital bpeath of Chris
tianity is democratic-45the recognition of a real brother
hood of men . 

King is thus led to say: "As to the peculiarly religious expression 

of the Christian life , .. if the Christian fellowship has been what 

it ought to be] and if an objective historical method has been 
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followed in the teaching of the Bible) much of this, I believe) will 

follow in ';time , in the most natural and wholesome way 'I almost as , 

a matter of course.,,46 
t 

King was heartily opposed to the thrusting 

of formal doctrine on the child: '''rhe only value of a doctrinal 

statement is that it is an hOhest expression of a truth which has 

become real and vital for one in his own experience.,.47 King is 

taking away from religious education all that Dewey had left to it: 

the teaching of sectarian doctrines. Further quotation from ~ing 

brings out the implications of this action: 

An agenoy that so completely embodies and teaches the demo
cratic spirit. as do our public schools) with whatever 
defects) is in this broadest sense sou'ndlY religious and 
even Christian. Let the re14gious teacher then recognize 
the contribution here of the common schools) and48bhor in 
all his own plans the spirit of snobbishness. 

'i'he religious teacher is made to feel overwhelmingly redundant 

by King. The public school accomplishes the purposes of religious 

education ("democratizing") more completely than the religious 

school ever could. The particular province of the religious school) 

sectarian teaching) ~s denied it because "statements of doctrine 

can grow only with one's grGwing life; they cannot be learned out 

of a book. !,49 

Sidney Mead supports my contention that infatuation with public 

education devalued church education: 

the churches accepted the responsibility to teach that the 
peculiar views or tenets or doctrines that divided them one 
from another and gave each its only reason for separate 
and independent existence ) were either irrelevant for the 
general welfare or, at550st possessed only a kind of instru
mental value for it. 

King represents the best example of the deactivation of reli

gious education which was the primary direction of this religious 

education convention. Other contributors are not so thnrough in 
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their draining religious education of its particular elements. 'rhey 

accomplished a similar deactivation in a different ~way: by demanding 
.-

that the Sunday School adopt the structure and methoq.s of the public 

school. If the Sunday School is disadvantaged by its "session of one 

or one and one-half hours) the system of volunteer and for the most 

part untrained teachers) the disproportionate time given to opening 

and closing exercises) the limitations as to separate rooms; appli

ances and financial support o51) the best it can do is adopt some 

of the sophisticated educational techniques used so successfully in 

the public school: grading} discipline ) ifscientific psychological" 

study of the child} and the use of uniform lessons and textbooks. 52 

Such organization of the Sunday School Hwill prevent the soock that 

our intelligent young people feel when they become conscious of the 

unlikeness betwee methods pursued in secular education and those 

followed in religkus culture; and it will effectively destroy the 

wild notions and performances that are based upon conceptions and 

processes of study that will~not stand the test of intellectual 

sani ty. uS3 

George Coe's A Social Theorv of Religious Education demon

strates the fascination with Dewey among religious educators. State

ments such as this reveal Coe's dependence on Dewey: 

the aim of Christian education becomes this: Growth of the 
young toward and into mature and efficient devotion to the 
democracy of God) and happy self-realization therein. The 
aim is growth because there is no~no separation between 
human society and divine) and because the rudimentary con
ditions of5#uman society are already provided for in our social 
instincts. 

Neither was Coe the only religious educator enamoured of Dewey. Wilfred 

E. Powell characterizes this period in religious education. "Less 

attention was paid to the distinctive aspects of Christian education 



than to what it had in common with education for intelligent or for 

radical social living. ,,55 
f-

If what was most truly religious was embodied in the public 

schoo~, what was left to the religious school? If sectarian doctrines 

were scorned by the progressive public school, why should the religious 

school embarrass itself? Instead of ~aking the opportunity to pro-

vide a transcendent alternative to public education) focussing on 

individual fulfillment rather than on social progres~ religious 

education adopted the public school ethos) and in doing s~ was 

left with no legitimate function. 

The problem was the disruption of the balance of tradition 

and transcendence in religion and education. Public education per-

formed adequately in passing on social traditions; this was its 

major function. Religious education was less enthusiastic about 

passing on religious traditions. A more serious failing was public 

education's non-transcendent quality. 'l'his failing can be demon-
.. 

strated by an examination of the post-war statements on "moral 

and spiritual values in public schools". 

i'he anxiety brought on by World War II is apparent in the tone 

of the opening paragraph of the John Dewey Society's Seventh Year

book) The Public School§....and Bpiritual Val-ues. 

The Second Vorld War) far more than the Firs~ has been 
a crisis in spiritual values. In a life-and-death struggle 
over spiritual values) it is necessary to mobilize every 
resource both for the winning of the war and no less for 
the winning and maintenance of a just peace. Not least 
among these resources shoould be the public school. Society 
should be able to depend upon its schools above any other 
agency to inspire youth with the abiding loyalties necessary 
to carry it through "the trials of war

5
g.nd through the 

perhaps even greater trials of peace. 

The study is firmly convinced of two tl'l-ings. First) that "the 

public school does in fact and as a matter of duty should teach 

"". 
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spiritual values. itS? Secondly> "all the youth of all the people 

should be educated together in the common public school. ,,58 'rhe 
t 

threat to American unity posed by a rival system of non-public 

schools could not be tolerated. 
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This powerful desire to create arommon American mind sits 

strangely with the document's affirma~ion of individual choic~ self

expression and respect for personality. Is it possible that the 

document and its inspiration) John Dewe~) meant respect for the 

individual to be primary} with social harmony and progress secon

dary? No; they meant the two to be the same ) and thus certain 

individual tendencies must be forsaken for the social good. Examine 

the lists of "sj>iritual values" which were to be promoted by the 

public school. The first is from the Seventh Yearbook and the 

second is from a 1951 publicat tion Moral an,d Spiritual Values in 

the Public School ) by the Educational Policies Commission. 

Cooperation} self-denia~) temperance_) self-sacrifice) lcqJ,dness; 
generosity, bravery and courage ~ sense of duty) loyalty_ (These 
Ifpromote the mutuality of community." Values which promote 
regard for the worth of the individual:) belief in one's 
potential) freedom) self-fulfillmentJand self-expression. 59 

Human personality- the Basic Value; moral responsibility; 
institutions as the servants of men; common consent; devotion 
to the truth; respect for excellence, moral equality; brother- 6 
hood; the pursuit of happiness; spiritual enrichment. 0 

The lists clearly represent both individual and social values. 
:~ t, '.'~. .-.L ; -: r~ ~.~~ .' .. 
But in neither list is independence) ambition; or perso~l achieve

ment included. The worth of the individual is conditioned by the 

worth of community. As the Educational Policies Commi ssion says~ 

belief in the inherent worth of every human being implies "that self

realization cannot be fully achieved without social relationships 

based on moral and spiritual values.,,61 Cooperation limits self

fulfillment for these studies) not vice-versa. 



The Educational Policies Commission ',S study is divided into 

fi ve chapters: "Affirmations n of the importance of religion as 
t 

"moral and spiritual values" in public schools; nValues ft
) enumerated 

above; "Sanctions; which permit value teaching in public schools 

(secular rather than religious sanctions); ttprogram) detailing 

how moral and spiritual values should be taught in public schools; 

and finally "Partners H ) those insti tutions whi ch should cooperate 

with the schools in teaching values. This study does not claim as 

much for the public school as the Seventh Yearbook; instead of 

insisting that all children should be educated in public school 

it admits that the schools need partners: "All forces in the 

community should work together to develop these values. n62 The 

Educational Policies Commission does exhibit a remarkable confidence 

in Amerlcan agreement on which values should be taught in public 

schools. Furthermore ) the Commission believes that there is a 

secular foundation for this agreement as well as a religious foun-

dation. 

However we may disagree on religious creeds) we can agree 
on moral and spiritual values. For that reason) we can usu
ally ~gree in turn upon what consti tutes good c'onduct in a 
particular situation. The fact that we can agree to judge 
behavior in terms of common values and at the same time agree 
to differ with respect to the religious interpretation of 
the sour~e of these g3lues is an asset and achievement of 
no mean J.mportance. 

'rhis agreement on values which is founded on a tfcommon fai th" in 

American democracy. enables the public school to confidently 

inculcate these values in American children. ~hus both these state-

ments put a civil ceiling on the transcendence possible in the 

ttniigious" public schools; the first by emphasizing that every 

child should attend public school) the second by claiming 
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a secular foundation for American agreement on values) and each for 

their subtle subordination of individual to social values. A Catholic 
.

perspective on studies such as this helps unmask their non-trans-

cendent inclinations Neil McCluskey says they lfwould seem to hand 

the public school·~ over to the statists and secularists) i.ee) those 

who regard man's earthly life (ln a democraci) as the be-all and end

all of human purposes. ,,64 The Catholics) in their establishment of 

parochial schools) rejected both the Protestantism in public 

schools as a result of Horace Mann's influence and the "civil 

religion" which dominated even "non-sectarian" public schools 

following John Dewey. 

What exactly we.re the public schools like) post-Dewey? Did 

they adopt his theory of progressive education, thus gaining 

transcendence) or did they opt for the limiting role of developing 

good Americans? As both tendencies were present in Dewey's though~ 

both were found in American public schools. Harold Rugg's The 

Child-Centered Schoo~ \ is an excellent example of the kind of edu-

cation which looked back to Dewey's progressivism. Unfortunately) 

most progressive schools; in a distortion of Dewey's ideal) · 

tended to be "permissive" schools. There is a difference between 

Rugg's view that 'personality evolves from within,,65 and Dewey's 

theory that children grow through interaction with their environ

ment_ ~he first view, a red~ction of Dewe~ leads to the type of 

education Kohlberg calls "Homantic": "the pedagogical environ-

ment should be permissive enough to allow the inner 'good' (abilities 

and social virtues) to unfold and the inner 'bad' to come under 

control. ,,66 'rhis romantic) so-called progressive view of education 

tended to be relegated to private schools or public schools in 



affluent c,ommuni ties. ·J.l he rural and inner-city public schools 

tended toward the Hcul tural transmission tf model of educa tion.j 
.

Kohlberg's name for the Deweyan tendency represented in the post-

war studies. Reforms such as tracking) intelligence testin&and 

guidance counselling; were introduced in the name of democracy and 

equal opportunity. Schooling became a means to bDth create a 

common faith in democracy and a common "faith in the capitalist 

system. 11 Martin Carnoy pinpoints the anti-transcendence of this 

predominant form of education; !lone of the most important functions 

of schooling ,~as) to convince individuals that their economic 

and social posi tion is the best they can do •. ,67 

What did the Supreme Court have to say regarding religion 

and education? We shall expect to find it separating church and 

state) but what about religion and education? .oid the court 

advocate a Deweyan anti-transcendent · civil religion in public 

schools or did it recommend religious transcendence? We shall 

examine briefly four relevant cases. ~ 

1) Pierce v. Society of Sisters 268 u.s. 510 (1925) 

The state of Oregon passed a law in 1922 requiring the atten

dance at public schools of children between eight and sixteen. The 

Society of Sisters contested this compulsory Bducation bill. The 

court concluded: 

fhe fundamental theory of liberty ~pon which all governments 
in this Union repose excludes any general power of the State 
to standardize its children by forcing them to accept instruc
tion from public teachers only. The child is not the mere 
creature of the State; those who nurture him and direct his 
destiny have the right, coupled with the high dutY'6eo recog
nize and prepare him for additional obligations. 

2} Zorach v. Clauson 343 u.s. 306 (1952) 

One significant attempt to build a truly parallel system of 

public and religious education had been the "dismissed timeH program. 69 

• 
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Dismissed time ' is defi~ed as "programs whereby public school students 

were dismissed from the school during regular school hours to 
t 

attend programs of religious instruction off the premises of the 

public schools. If 70 'rhe programs were voluntary) wi th students not 

choosing to receive religious instruction staying in the public 

schools. 

In a 6-.3 decision} the Court upheld the constitutionality of 

such programs. This decision meant that "the government was not 

required to be hostile to religion and that the church and state 

are not to be completely and totally separate in all respects. n 71 

The ,opinion of the court includes Justice Douglas's famous state-

men~~ "We are a religious people whose institutions presuppose a 

Supreme Being." The strong dissenting opinions of Justices 

Black .~ Frankfurter; and Jackson question the decision's loose inter-
I 

pretation of separation of church and state) . and its invitation of 

divisive controversies between religious and irreligious students 

and schools. 

3) Engel v. Vital.e 370 u.s. 421 (1962) 

'rh~ Court, by a six to one majori ty ; "held that an official 

state prayer composed by the New York Board of Regents and made 

mandatory upon the public schools at the beginning of each school 

day violated the EstabliShment of Religion Cla~se of the First 

Amendment made applicable to the states by the Due Process Clause of 

the Fourteenth Amendment. tt 72 irhe prayer was this: "Almighty God 

we a~knowledge our dependence upon lrhee) and we beg ':{lhy blessings 

upon us) our parents) our teachers} and our country." I£he question 

remained whether the court was forbidding the free exercise of 

religion by children who wanted to pray before school. Later lower 



cour-c aecisions moved in the direction 01' perm~ "t'Clng prJ. va-ce 

prayer or meditation outside the official school day and class

room. 73 t 

the decision did not prohibit school children from "reciting 

historical documents such as the Declaration of IndependenceJ con-

taining references to the Deity or singing 'officially espoused 

anthem~' which contain contain -, the composer's profession 04fai th 

in a Supreme Being.,,74 

4) School District of Abington Townshipv. Schempp 374 u.s. 
203 (1963) 
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The Schempp decision against the constitutionality of Bible

reading in public school decisively vetoed Morace ~~nn's plan for 

religious public schools. While the devotional use of the Bible was 

prohibited) the court encouraged the use of the Bible in the 

study of history or literature) saying 

it might well be said that one's education is not complete 
without, a study of comparative religion or the history 
of religion and its relationships to the advancement of civil-
ization. It ~erta~nly may be s~id t~at the.B~ble7~s worthy ~ 
of study for lts l~terary and hlstor1c qual1t1es. 

The Supreme Court affirmed the separation of church and state 

in both Engel and Schempp. Zorach showed that the Court was inclined 

toward a loose interpretation of this principle, which expressed 

sympathy rather than hostility toward religion} as an important 

part of our national heritage. A previous case , Illinois ex reI. 

McCollum v. Board of Education (1948» forbade programs of released 

time) essentially the same as dismissed time) except conducted on 

school premises. That the constitutionality of such programs hinged 

on the use of school facilities underlines the many complexities 
I 

involved in separation of church and state. 

fhe Court's decisions exercised a considerable restraining 



influence on the public schools' drive to separate religion and 

education. The Pierce case prohibits compulsory public schooling; 
, t 

the Zorach case leaves open the possibility of a parallel system 
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of religious and public education which would loosen the near mono-

poly of the public school on American education. Only in the 

Engel case did a hint of the civil ~eligion which infected the 

public school appear in the court's deliberation. Civil reli

gious exercises were allowed while denominational re[gious 

exercises were excluded. 

'rhe "teaching about religion and the Bible" allowed in public 

schools by the Court in the Schempp case deserWes a separate con

sideration. This is an admirable) though difficul tJ activi tYJ but , 

it does not come close to providing public education with the 

transcendence of religion. We no longer attribute a "magical" 

efficacy to the words ,'of the Bible. Frederick Olafson expresses 

his reservations on "teaching about religion" I 

It might lead to a religious attitude in which any sense 
of a reference beyond human history and culture is lost 
and in which religion is finally and not just78rovisionally 
treated as a dimension of human existence. ' 

Teaohing about religion should not be the focus of hopes for 

the re-association of religion and education) for a source of 

religious transcendence in public education. 

The problem has been set before 'us. The public schools lack 

an adequate transcendent force due to the separation of religion 

and education ini tiated by Horace Mann} continued by Harris), 

completed by Dewey and maintained by the inclusion of American 

civil religion in public schools. ihe Supreme Court, in insuring 
t 

the separation of church and state; doe~not prevent the association 

of religion and education. But as an agency which can judge but 
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not legislate, the Court cannot effectively promote ~~~association_ 

We · need to ask how can transcendence be re-injected into American 

education'? Is it possible at all,.} wi thout resorting to a form 

of non-sectarian religion as Horace Mann planned? 

In turning to psychology for contributions to the re-association 

of education and religious transcendence; we are looking for several 

things. We want to learn about religion's operation in the human 

personality and about the psychological ~rinciple of growthJ both 

possible sources of transcendence. Dewey's progressive education 

ideal may not have been understood and put into practice because we 

lacked sufficient psychological bases for adopting it. A larger 

question also needs to be examined. Can we approach religion 

from the psychological human side rather than from the supernatural 

side? 



V: The Contribution of Ps ychology 

Religion is concerned with the relationship between the human t 

and the divine. Psychology turns the spotlight on the human person 

in this relationship) resigned to leaving the divine pole in unexplored 

or unexplorable darkness. fhe religious person, or the general 

psychologist~ can afford to ignore this conflict between religion and 

psychological orientations. ~he psychologist of religion) howeve~ 

is continually face to face with the problem. 

Can psychology say everything about religion? Peter Bertocci 

explains why psychologists have seemed to think sal 

The basic problem for the psychologist stems from the fact 
that he does not make the nature of God his province or 
religious experience the basis of his approach to man. In 
cutting the umbilical cord that ties human experience to any 
metaphysical and theological perspective~ psychologists have 
been wont as psychologists to join naturalistic and humanistic 
philosophical trends. In so doing they tend to make the 
physical andlbiological realm the source of human existence 
and power. 

:rhe psychology of religion has always been tempted to reduce the divine 

pole of the relationship to a mere projection from the human side 

with no o~jective reality. Freud followed this course: "I have tried 

to show that religious ideas have sprung from the same need as all 

the other achievements of culture: from the necessity for defen

ding itself against the crushing supremacy of nature . ,,2 

Must psychology leave some things about religion unsaid? 'llhe' 

alternative to reductionism for the psychologist of religion is to 

£knowledge the power the divine pole seems to exert in human lives 

and to suspend ' judgement on its existence or qualities. this posi

tion is well-exemplified by William James. James exhibits a 

professional agnosticism flavored with personal belief which he 

labels ttoverbelief"; 



Neither psychologist nor philosopher) he insistsJ must be 
allowed to fit the data as experienced into preconceived 
philosophic) theological) or scientific molds. At the same 
time) the experients· must not be allowed to foist their. 
own theological presuppositions onto jhe experience~ 
religious or nonreligious, of others. 
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It is my contention that religious transcendence can be infused 

into education from a psychological standpoint) aided but not de

pendent upon) and certainly not rejecting) specific religious 

beliefs. We do not have to resort to Morace Mann's attempted 

solution: to teach a watered-down) "non-sectarian~' religion which 

nevertheless contains specific sectarian beliefs. Psychology can 

provide us with a view of religion which is truly non-sectarian 

as it deals with religious form, not content. To understand the· 

psychological position which presents such a view of religion} we 

need to trace two paths of developments in psychology which even

tually merge. The first is the development of an understanding 

of religions operation in the human personality. The second is the 

story of developmental psychology. We are moving toward a theory 

of religious development which relates to education. 

William James's classic study) The Variet~es of Religiou~ 

Experience .\ set the stage for all future studies of the operation 

of religion in the human personality. James made the radical move of 

detaching the study of religion from metaphysics and doctrine and 

attaching it to personal experience~ The psychological study of 

religion must begin with the religious experiences of individuals; 

"'Ehe theories which Religion generates) being thus variable) are 

secondary; if you wish to grasp her essence) you must look to the 

feelings and the conduct as being the more constant elements. ,,4 

Further) James detached religion from any particular tlreligious 

sentiment;' an entity used by preceding psychologists of religion 
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to limit or reduce a very complex phenomenon: 

One man allies it (the religious sentiment) to the feeling 
of dependence; one makes it a derivative from fear; othe~ 
connect it with the sexual life; others still identify it with 
the feeling of the infinite; and so on. Such different 
ways of conceiving it ought of themselves to arouse doubt 5 
as to whe:ther it possibly' can be one specific thing ••• 

In contrast} J'ames says 

As concrete states of mind) made up of a feeling plus a 
specific sort of object) religious emotions of course are 
psychic entities distinguishable from other concrete emo~ 
tions; but there is no ground for assuming a simple abstract 
ftreligi ous emotion ~' to ex is t as a dis tinct elementary mental 
affection by itself, 6present in every religious experience 
without exception. 

Equipped with these experiential) non-reductive assumptions} 

James compiled and analyzed a large quantity of personal religious 

experiences. His study formulates an attitude toward religion ex

pressed in his conclusion) which is characterized by two positions. 

First) religion is open to scientific and psychological stud~ 

but it is not reducible to ppy,chology. James leaves , room for the 

believer's and the theologian's assertions of religious truth 

by proposing that religion is the locus of a "MORE" which interacts 

wi th the believer. The "hi ther" side of this "more" is open to 

psychological investigation; the "further" side remains the province 

of the theologian-;, 

Let me then propose~ as an hypothesis/ that whatever it may 
be on its farther sidej the 1tmore n with which in religious 
experience we feel ourselves connected is on its hither side 
the subcons c ious continuation of our conscious life. Starting 
then with a recognized psychological fact as our basisJ we 
seem to preserve a contact with "science" which the ordinary 
theologian lacks. At the same time/the theologian's contention 
that the religious man is moved by an external power is vin
dicated! for it is one of the peculiarities of invasions from 
the subconscious region to tal{e on objective appearances 7and 
to suggest to the Subject an external control. 

The second position on religion which emerges from James's study 

is a conviction that religion is a valuable ,} permanent force in human 
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affairs. James analyzes his age as one which sees religion as only 

an anachronism; Itan atavistic relapse into a mode of thought 
, ~ 

which humanity in its more enlightened examples has outgrown." 

In compiling his volume on relgious experience.; James had studied 

so many instances where religion had exerted a powerful} transforming 

effect on the personallty) whether for good or ill) that he had to 

conclude that 

Religion must be considered vindicated in a certain way from 
the attacks of her critics. It would seem that she cannot 
be a mere anachronism and survival# but must exert a per
manent function,l whether she be with or without intellectua19 content, and whether) if she have any; it be true or false. 

What did James identify as the religious function in the human 

personality? He extracted a general picture of the operation of 

religion without rejecting any of the nvarieties H of experience and 

the many individual variations. Religions are a solution to an 

uneasiness which all human beings feel: 

1. The uneasines~ reduced to its simplest termsJ is a sense 
that there is somethi~ wrong about us as we naturally stand. 
2. The solution is a sense that we are saved from the wrongness10 by making the proper connection with the higher powers. 

The human activity of reducing uneasiness with religious solutions 

may take many forms) depending on the nature of the uneasiness and 

the strength with which it is ~eltl the particular religious tradi

tionsjand the personality of the individual. The healthy-minded soul 

is partial to the suggestive! recollective methods of the mind-cure 

movement§ The sick soul requires a more drastic,. supernatural solution. 

Peter Bertocci) in his article "Psychological Interpretations 

of Religious Experience" uses William James as a "model for inves-
) 

tigation. H Bertocci's focus is on the proble.mmatic relation 

between psychology and reiigionmentioned at the start of this 

section.. Thus) he centers on James's first posi tion and judges 
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several psychologists of religion along these lipese James's second 

position and his theory of religion's operation in the personality 
. t 

are equally as relevant to our study as his views on the relation of 

religion and psychology. We shall therefore examine Otto; Jung j 

and Maslow along both of these lines. 

All three men share the conviction that religion is open to 

psychological investigation; James had shown that it was j and they 

would not be writing psychology of religion if they had any doubts. 

The question remains whether psychology can completely explain reli

gion for these men, without reference to an unknowable Other. 

Otto·s position J interpreted by Bertocci ) is that religious exper-

ience is "autonomous and cogni ti ve) revealing the nature of 

man·s relation to a supreme Source of truth and goodness. ttll 

Otto pushes even further James's plea that the relig~ous 
consciousness not be reduced to some other form of human 
experience. We are not to assume that we know what human 
nature is before we come to the religious experience. For 
then we seek to understand the numinous as a form of some 
other faculty or mode of being. The experience of the numin
ous tells us that with another dimensiof2of our being1 we are 
related to another dimension of Being. ' 

For Jung} the rel~ous experience tells us no such thing. 

Jung , "with more than.a dash of Kantian agnosticism in him7 keeps 

religion within the bounds of the phenomenal psychic life of man 

and free from specific theological commitments. ,,1) Maslow as 

well constructs naturalistic} humanistic boundaries around the 

religious experience. 11 he 'peak experience" which was once "ex

plainable in supernatural terms Only~14 is seen by Maslow as a 

part of human nature) Man's"biological nature as a member of a 

species which has evolved. ,,15 ; Thus these experiences are fully 

open to psychological investigation. For Maslow psychology can say 

everything abuut religion. 
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Otto) for whom religious experience reveals a real super

natural realm to human beings; has the least sophis~icated analysis .. 
of the operation of such experience in human life. The religious 

experience of the Holy, the mysterium tremendum) is undoubtedly 

valuable for Otto) but less for what it accomplishes in the 

person than for what it teaches us about truth: "Whoever •.• pene

trates to the unique centre of the religious experience, so that 

it starts awake in his own consciousness } finds that the truth of 

these intuitions is experienced directly} as soon as he penetrates 

into their depths. ,,16 Otto] by looking at religious experience) is 

trying to make a more theological point than a psychological. 

Carl Jung also highly values the religious experience. In his 

psychoanalytic practice) Jung was impressed with the ability of 

rEiigion not only to relieve uneasiness but to actually cure 

mental illnesses. 1? No transcendental truth is. revealed by religious 

e2'perience ~ but "the one who has it possesses a great treasure, a 

thing that has become for him a source of life ~ meaning) and beauty) 

and that has given a new splendour to the world and to mankind •.• 

Is there J as a matter of fact) any better truth about the ultimate 

things than the one "that helps you to live 'l ,,1S 

Religious myths and symbols are expressions of' arcne-cypes .lo

cated in Jung's collective unconsciousj which is the source of the 

meaning and creativity of healthy life. Without such a connection 

with the unconscious through religious symbols J the person falls 

prey to neurosis.. "It seems to me that 1 side by side. with the 

decline of religious lif~ the neuroses grow noticeably more 

frequent ~ .,19 

For Maslow as well? peak experiences are indispensable parts of 



the authentic , healthy; human life) the life of self-actualization. 

Masl ow divides mankind into two groups I ( 

the peakers and the non-peakers j that is to say> those who 
have private I personal, transcendent, core-religious experiences 
easily and often and who accept them and make use of them · and 
on the other hand) those who have never had them or who repress 
or ~uppress them and who, therefore cannot make use of t~em f?,r 20 
thelr personal therapy) personal growth .l or personal fulflilmen~. 

Otto) Jung and Maslow differ in their interpretation of 

the relation of the religi<ms experience and the divine. Otto 

sees the experience as revelatory of the divine; Jung declares the 

"psychologicallttruth of the experience) withholding judgement on 

its literal truth; Maslow denies that the experience reveals any

thing supernatural. We conclude with William James ) that the divine..; 

if it exists; is outside the territory of psychological investigation; 

in fact ) IVIaslow's assertion that it aoes not exist i s "overbelief," 

not psychological proof. On the other hand the person~S religious 

experience is well within the bounds of psychological inves-

tigation. The consensus of these figures is that religion is a 

valuable human characteristic, whatever its relation to the di.vine. 

For Ott9~ it is valuable i n its revelation of the truth; for Jung 

because it connects us with our unconscious depths? preventing 

neurosis; for IVIaslow 1 because it gives us a flcogni tion of Being" by 

which we become "more self-determined J more a free agent with more 

'free will' than at other times. n21 

. These psychological analyses of religious experience which follow 

in William James's footsteps , pay more attention to the human side 

of the human-divine relationship than the divine side (excepting 

Budolf Otto) who tries to move from analysis of the human experience 

back to the nature of the divine). As such)' they represent a radical 

reorientation of the theology of the past which started with God 
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and worked down toward::s humani tY1 rather than starting with and 

even being exclusively concerned with humanity. An even more ., 
radical step is the direct connection of religion and human devel-

opment which we find in the works on psychology of religion of 

Edwin Starbuck and Gordon Allport. A useful model for appreciating 

the importance of this shift is the conflict between religion and 

evolution. Though this conflict was especially over the authority 

of Scripture? certain theological issues were also at stake. The 

steps from a Biblical to an evolutionary view of the world can be 

represented briefly as these: 

1) God created the world and everything in it and continues to 
create every new living thing. 

2) GQd created the world and set up natural principles to run ~ 
it) not d~nying himself the opportunity for divine intervention. 

3) God created the world and set up natural principles and 
then left things alone. .. 

4) The world creates itself continually by the natural 
process of evolution. God is not needed to explain this. 

, The view that psychology can say nothing about religions 

operation in the person is analogous to the first position. God 

is operating in the person and there are not natural religious 

proc~sses involved. Otto's view corresponds with the second step. 

·God still intervenes in human life through presenting himself as Holy 

and being perceived as such by the human soul. the positions of 

Jung and Maslow resemble more the third step. Religion operates 

in the person through natural psychological principles. Stil~ for 

Jung and Maslowjreligius experiences are discrete1 spontaneousr 

and easily assumed to be revelatory. They come from somewhere 

outside US,. The fourth step in the evolutionary model is closest to 

the vosition of psychologists of religious development, who explain 

religious experience in terms of stages of life. Development is but 

another term for evolution. A theory of religious development is 



even more prone to deny any supernatural activity in religious 

life than a theory which merely claims religion operates in 

human life on the basis of psychological principles. At the 

same time, the fourth-step itheory avoids stepping on doctrinal 
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toes more successfuilly than the first three. God is not needed 

to explain religious development but we can still feel free to use 

God in our explanation. 

We shall now examine two transitional figures) separated by 

half a century) who tie religion to the human developmental cycle 

in their study of its operation in human life: Edwin Starbuck and 

Gordon Allport. 

Conversion is seen by William James a:~~:" s a dramatic example of 

the process of religious relief of human uneasiness. Edwin Star-

buck devotes an entire volume on 'llhe Psych.Q.logy of }{eliOOtl (1906) 

to a study of conversion. ~'he first half of the book is essentially 

an expansion of James's chapters on conversio~ with a more empirical 

lless literary focus. Starbuck collected 192 accounts of 

conversion in answer to a questionnaire. His analysis of these 

documents revealed a remarkable statistic) which carries his study 

beyond James's. 

Conversion does not occur with the same frequency at all 
periods of life. It belongs exclusively to the years between 
10 and 25. The number of instances outside that range 
appear few and scattered. 'i'hat i~2J cony'ersion -is a dis
~t~i~n~c~t~i~v~e~l~y~a~d~o~lesceQt phenomena. 

Where James tied religion to personal experience Starbuck 

was able to tie it directly to the life-cycle on the basis of this 

discovery. James concerned himself with the mechanisms of con-

version, whether it was volitional} or by self-surrende~ and with 

its fruits and their permanency_ Starbuck saw a larger view of 

conversion by tying it to adolescence. 



It is natural that in adolescence there should be a rapid 
development which either furnishes some of the elements 
that directly enter into religion or brings the individual 
suddenly into such ripeness of mental capaci ty 'that reI igious 
impuls ,e~ maY2~ave an adequate organ for their t'eception and 
expresslon. 

Starbuck elavorates on this insight by i.dentifying religious 
' ,' ,l,_ . ~. : ~.~~~; (--~:~~ } . '~~-~ .. ) .,,-~ r~ ~·?5.,j·,'·i_ .' !~?::,::,: , .~.".: .. ~\, ... ~ . . ~ .. ~- .. ".~; r:·:t:~;~t~'(:~·"~:~<'· l '~.-· 

states wi th periods of life) childhood} adolescenceI-and maturity. 

The religion of childhood is self-irtterested}pas~iv~ and receptiv~ 

external; the religion of adulthood "transfers the centre of activity 

from self-interest to interest - '~: in the whole of which the self is 

but a part"; the religious adult isna ' positive spiritual force" who 

acts on the basis of internalized religious rules IVreac.hing out 

after fuller life. ,,24 'rhe transformation is accomplished in adol

escence when "the youth insists on living his life) seeing things 

for himself. ,,25 'fhe idea that the maturity of your religion was 

not a function of the state of your soul but of your age was a truly 

revolutionary one. 

Gordon Allport. like Starbuck/ ties religion's operations. in 
; 

the personality to stages of life .! thus preparing the way f,or a theory 

of religious development. Allport "probably more than any other psy

chologist perpetuates the spirit of William James. ,,26 Indeed his 

book 'rhe Individual and His B-eligion begins by making the same points 

we found underlying James: that psychology and religion', ndifferent 

in axior.1s and method (can) yet cooperate"".n27 and that there is no 

single form nor common origin of the religious sentiment .. 28 Having 

made these points) Allport proceeds to analyze the religion of child

hood) adolescende, and maturity~ For Allport as for Starbuck a value 

is placed on the mature religious sentiment as 

(1) well-differentiated; (2) dynamic in character in spite 
of its derivative nature; (3) productive of a consistent 
morality; (4) comprehensi~~; (5) integral; and (6) funda-
mentally heuristic. ~ 
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il.'his mature) smoothly functioning religious fai th is gained only 

after going through the ~Iraw creduli ty" of the chil~ and the doubts 
t 

and struggles of the adolescent. Some people never attain the 

adult phase; their religious beliefs remain "childish)authoritaria~ 

and irrational .. ,)0 

Our examination of thes~~sychologists of religion has revealed 
! 

two steps; first) by assuming that religion is open to psychological 

investigation) whether it is completely understandable psychologically 

or not; one is able to discover the operations of religion in human 

personality and human life. Secondly, with the use of empirical 

investigation l one is able to claim that the operations of 
./ 

religion are a function of growth. Starbuck and Allport merely 

li~certain types of religious life with certain ages. There is not 

yet a theory of religious development which explains this phenomenon. 

17 t took the rise of developmental psychology under Jean Fiaget and 

Erik Erikson to provide a basis for such a comprehensive theory of 

religious development. It is therefore to the story of developmental 

psychology that we now turn. 

Jehn Dewey, as progressive educator) fostered this concern with 
/ 

developmental psychology) and prepared the way for Piaget's ideas 

on cognitive development. By shifting the focus of the schoo~ from 

teaching to learning) Dewey generated a need for a scientific 

understanding of the way people learn. Developmental psychologY7 as 

a field) has been given great impetus from educational needs and 

has repaid education in full. 

Jean Piaget's theory relates to the cognitive development of 

the child. Without going into the complexities of his work.J which 
\ 

fills more than thirty volumes) we can report on his bas ic ideas a , ' 



'fhe individual inherits physical structures which set broad 
limits on his intellectual functioning. He also inherits 
a few automatic behavioral reactions or reflexes which have 
their greatest influence on functioning in the first few q.ays 
of life. These reflexes are rapidly transformed into struc
tures which incorporate the results of experience. The third 
kind of in heritance- the general principles of functioning
is another biological aspect of .intelligence . One general 
principle of functioning is organization, all species have 
the tendency to organize their proce.sses s 

A second aspect of general functioning is adaptation which 
may be further subdivided into assimilation and accomodation. 
Accomodation refers to the organism's tendency to modify its 
structures according to the pressures of the environment} 
while assimilation involves using current structures which 
dan deal with the environment.)l 

I 

By the functional principles of organization and adaptation, 

the individual moves through a series of stages described as 

(0-2) - Sensory-Motor 
(2-6) - Intuitive or Pre-Logical 
(7-11)- Concrete Operations 
(12-) - Pormal Operations 32 

P~aget·s study of cognitive development has definite implications 

for education which corroborate many of John Dewey's educational 

insights. Child-centered education is crucial) because the child 

thinks differently from the adult. Piaget provides a theoretical 

basis for Dewey's insistence that children learn best from concrete 

activities. The child learns from acting on the environment) from 

manipulating objects) from social interaction with other children. 

Piaget gave theoretical power to Dewey's contention that education 

takes place through experience. 

Jonas Langer maintains that for Plaget;cognitive development 

is "a process of interaction between organismic and environmental 

factorsj but it focuses upgn the individual ' s self-generative rather 

than upon the environment·s socializing part in the developmental 

process.«J) In contrast, psychoanalytic theories of development 

such as those of Erik Erikson} sometimes emphasize the organism and 
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sometimes the environment. 34 "Man is a conflicted being- who is driven 

to action and e;rowth both by his own passions or instincts and bY' 
t 

external demands. ,,35 Piaget sees "an inner logic that determines 

the sequence ., 36 ; the stages of development grow out of each other. 

Erikson tproposes an "epigenetic principle of maturation '~ by which 

successful completion of one stage is not prerequisite for 

advance to another stage. Social situations elicit the unfolding of 

the stages: "Erikson has Bought to elucidate the role of the social 

milieu - how it interacts with instinctual aims- in determining 

adaptive ego functioning at different stages of the life cycle.~'37 

Thus we see Erikson's stage chart presenting not a hierarchy 

of stages but a genetically-determined order of social crises which 

"cause the child's ego to try to adjust the relationship between 

internal personality structures and to manipulate the external 

environment so that an adequate balance between it and the ego is 

res tored .. ,38 The crises are: 

1. Trust vs. mistrust 
2. Autonomy vs. Doubt and Shame 
3. Initiative vs. Guilt 
4. Industry vs. Inferiority 
5. Identity vs. Role Confusion 
6. Intimacy vs. Isolation 
7. Generativity vs. Stagnation 
8. Integrity vs. Despair 

The differences in Piaget·s and grikson's schemes are attributable 

to their scope. Piaget is dealing with cognitive development; an inter-

nal capacity whose development can only be arrested, it cannot go 

wrong. Erikson is dealing with the more complicated process of 

psychosocial development. Erikson's model presents a series of conflicts 

between the individual and society which contains the possibility of 

unhealthy development (turning towards mistrust rather than trust 

for example). 

w' 



The developmental theories of PiagetJ Erikson and other~ 

inspired the world of p~ychologists of religion which was already 

• concerned with the operations of religion in the human life cycle 

to come up with some comparable theories of religious and moral 

development. Ronald Goldman is concerned with the development of 

religious conc~pts in the child and is thus especially indebted 

to Piaget. Lawrence Kohlberg's theory of moral development and 

James Fowler's of religious developm~nt draw heavily on both 

Piaget and Erikson. Goldman} ~ohlbergJ and Fowler all have a primary 

interest in education as well. 

In a book wi th the revealing ti tIe Religious il'hinking from 

Childhood to Adolescence ~ Ronald Goldman applies Piaget's theories 

to doctrinal and Biblical religious concepts, 

Children still in the stage of concrete operations will 
be diverted in their thinking by the apparent importance 
of specific detail and are imprisoned; as it were/within 
the demands of thinking about con1:-ete objects; actions .... 
and behaviouB manifested by the main characters in a story. 
Whe:,n this occur~ constntly in relation to religious data., 
by its very nature.) concretisation must lead to frequent 
distortion and misunderstanding, ~he truths to be gleaned 
from most biblical stories are generally abstract ... We are 
forced to the conclusion that religious concepts intro
duced too soon may lead to regressive thinking in religion 
and not only retard later insights but may prevent them from 
developing at all. 37 ' 

Religious education must therefore be very careful in the teaching 

of doctrines and Bible stories to young children. In fact; there 

is very little such material that can be taught before secondary 

school age. Activities such as painting and participation in 

worship are rnore suitable for the religious education of young 

children) Goldman recommends. 

While Goldman concentrates on religion as .. cogni tive .-l Aohlberg 

is interested in another aspect of religious life: moraLity. ~o 

,; 
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appre ciate Kohlberg's work in moral development ) we must :ta.ke a look 

at a movement which caused much excitement in public schools: values 
t 

clarification. The best expression of this movement's theories 

and method is contained in Raths ) Harmin and Simon} Values and 

Ireaching,. 'rhe authors were concerned about Itconfusion in value-s It 

identified as the common malady of children whose lack of success 

in school could not be traced to physical or emotional disturbances. 40 

They developed a technique of values clarification by which teachers 

can "create conditions that aid children in finding values if 

they ohoose to do so. 1,41 Values clarification is prese ted as 

alternative to several traditional approaches to values development: 

setting an example~ persuading and convincing, limiting choicesf 

enforcing rules and regulations, appealing to cultural ot' religious 

dogma or to conscience. 42 Irhe traditional approaches all involve 

the idea of persuasion ) of "adults trying to impose their values 

on children . . ,43 Using simple questions) values sheets 1 classroom 

discussions and other techniques; the values-clarifying teacher at- ~ 

tempts to get the child to "take all the confusion that already 

exists in his min~ remove it, look at it, examine itJ turn it ~ 

around and make some order out of it." "Is this not the 

road tl~f values} to cle~:r and ~r~E~J. values?u44 

The values clarification movement undoubtedly led to advances 

in the field of moral education; it got "leading educators to re

cognize the impoverishment of continuing certain didactic approaches 

to moral education after corporate social moral consensus and 

socialization procedures had broken down. ,,45 James Fowler claims 

that the approach does not do enough, however. It "remains stead

fastly conSUltative and supposedly value-neutral and value-relative') 
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thus ignoring the problems of norms and goalsj and the possibilties 

for Hnon-relativist, principled approaches to moral decision making. ,,46 
t 

Furthermde, values clarification} like the child-centered education 

following Dewey, is rtRomantic": it attempts to elicit content ou.t 

of structures present in every child. It occurs to Lawrence 

Kohlberg that children may not be capable of valuing as adults 

just as they are not able to think like adults. 

Lawrence Kohlberg offers Ita theory of moral development which 

represents a potent advance toward a new basis for normativity in 

moral socialization.,,47 The theory defines stages of moral devel-

opment resembling Piaget's stages of cognitive development in that 

they are hierarchical (a lower ~tage is prerequisite for advance 

to a higher)l invariant,and universal. Kohlberg's stages like 

Piaget's , are constructed successively by a process of interactbn 

between the individual and the physical and social environment. 

Like the values clarificationists; l~ohlberg is not describing 

atti tudes or values which have -to be learned. He is focusing instead 

on "operations or patterns of thinking) feeling, and valuing 

which underlie moral attitudes and behavior. ,,48 The stages are 

described in a shor.thand form below: 

0- The good i~ what I ant and like. 
1- Punishment and obedience orientation. 
2- Instru~ental hedonism and concrete reciprocity 
;- Orientation to interpersonal relations of mutuality 

. 4- Maintenance of social order fixed rules and authority 
5- Social contract; utilitarian law-making perspective 
6- Universal ethical principle orientation 

We can see the relationship between the individual and society 

changing with the successive stages of moral development. The stages 

move from the selfishness of the infantJ to the conformi ty and conser

vatism of stage four, to the formulation of ethical principles which 

may even go beyond or above the social code in stage 6: rta morality 



of principle which is above actual conformity to cultural expec

tations. ,,49 Certain stages may be desirable wi th certain -; types ., 
of social order: "Stage 2 f fi ts' a slum or jail world, Stage 4 
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fits the traditional army world) Stage 5 fits the academic and 

bureaucratic worlds. ,,50 However Kohlberg claims that "Cognitive

developmental psychological theory postulates that movement through 

a sequential progression represents movement from a less adequate 

psychological state to a more adequate psychological state. ,,51 In 

other words, Kohlberg is able to say that higher stages are better. 

Just because lower stages may fit a type of social order we must 

not resort to a "cultural transmission" ideology of education which 

strives to standardize individuals at a certain stage of development 

in an effort to stabilize and perpetuate that type of social order. 

Kohlberg believes in Hdevelopment as the aim of education." 

Let us take a closer look ·at Kohlberg's article on ItDevelopment 

as the Aim of Educaton' which was touched upon in the previous 

section. He compares three views of educationl the romantic) 

the cultural transmission} and the progressive. The first view is. 

held by those who} like the values-clarificationists t believe that 

"what comes from wi thin the child is the most important aspect 

of development. ,,52 'll he educational environment sould be permissi v~ 

value-neutra~ and radically child-centered. The cultural tr~ns-

mission view is its polar opposite. "Educating consists of trans-

mitting knowledge) skills) and social and moral rules of the culture"53 



onto the t~9ul~ r,~§.,s; of the child. Behavioral modification is an 

educational technique which puts this heavy emphasis on the 

environment. 

The progresssive approach to education) in contras~ sees 

development as a function of interaction between the child and his 

or her environment. Education should guide the child through both 

the intellectual and the moral stages of development by presenting 

"opportunities for extensive interact i on. This philosophy of edu

cation, which was first formulated by J"ohn Dewey, depends upon 

"a philosophic statement explaining why a higher stage is a better 
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or more adequate stage" and "a statement about psychological stages 

of development. '154 The goal of moral educaton is not to inculcate 

specific virtues! a plan expressed in the publication~ Moral and 

Spiritual Values in Public Schools; Kohlberg says "it is impossible 

to define the content of moral education in terms of factual 

majori ty consensus about good and bad behavior . 1155 iI'he moral 
-' 

education which is appropriate in public schools concentrates on 

structure rather than content; it is "the stimulation of the 

'natural ' development of the individual child ' s own moral judgment. u56 

James Fowler follows Piaget in c;:"ogni tive development and ~{~ohlberg 

in moral development, in his work on a scheme of faith development . 

Fowler's stages of faith are also hierarchici invariant; irreversible 

and universal. Interaction is the means by which the stages are 

structured and moved through. Fowler, like Kohlberg~ is interested 

in the forms of faith development rather than the content of the faith~ 

though he realized that "you really have no access to the struc"ture of 

a persoris' faith except as you'precipitate ' it out of his or her 

expression of its content . . ,57 In focusing on the ' how ' of fai th 
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rather than the 'what ') Fowler sees a way of ;'embracing a new king 

of broad theological normativity--one geared) I believe)to the 

radical pluralisms of our time ..• ,,58 

In his views on the nature of faith stages and the importance 

of interaction and in his focus on structure rather than content} 

Fowler is following Piaget and Hohlberg closely. One difference is 

worth noting. Piaget and Kohlberg "claim that cognitive struc

tures tend to 'dominate over the affective dynamics u while 

Fowler with "significant indebtedness to the psychoanalytic tra

dition (notably through Erik Erikson's writings)n sees faith 

as Ha structured set of operations in which cognition and 

affection are inextricably bound up together. ,,59 

These are Fowler's stages of faith: 

0- Undifferentiated Faith 
1- Intuitive-Projective Faith 
2- Mythic-Literal Faith 
3- Synthetic-Conventional Faith 
4~ Individuative-Reflexive Faith 
5- Paradoxical~Consolidative ~aith 
6- Universalizing Faith 

The following chart "A Summary 'axonomy of Structural Competences 

by Stage" from Fowler' s October 1975 paper on ft}"1ai th Development 

Theory and the Aims of Religous Socialization" gives us a compre

hensi ve view of what happens;, in human development, along the 

cognitive 1 moral) social l faithful, and other dimensions. 
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STAGES: 

1. Intuitive
;' Projective 

2. Mythic
Literal 

3. Synthetic
Conven
tional 

4. · Individua
tive
Reflexive 

5. Paradoxical
Consolid(i
tive 

6. Universal
- izing 

APPENDIX 

FAITH: THE STRUCTURAL-DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH 

A SUMMARY TAXONOMY OF STRUCTURAL COMPETENCES BY STAGE 

FORM OF LOGIC 
(MODIFIED 
PIAGET) 

Pre-operational 

Concrete oper
ational 

Early Formal 
operations 

Formal opera
tions 
(Dichotomizing) 

Formal opera
tions 
(Dialectical) 

Formal opex:a
tions 
. (Synthetic) 

FORM OF WORLD 
COHERENCE 

Episodic 

Narrative
Dramatic 

Tacit System, 
symbolic med-, 
iation 

Explicit sys
tem, concep
tual mediation 

Multi-syste
mic, symbolic 
and conceptual 
mediation 

. Unitive 
actuality, 
"One beyond 
the many" 

. ROLE-TAKING 
(MOD. SELMAN) 

Rudimentary 
empathy 

Simple 
perspective
taking 

Mutual role
taking, (inter
personal) 

Mutual, with 
self-selected 
group or class 

Mutual, with 
groups, classes 
& traditions 
other than 
one's own 

Mutual, with 
the comrnon
weal th of being 

BOUNDS OF SOC
IAL ANARENESS 

Family, primal 
others 

"Those like us" 
(in familial, 
ethnic, racial, 
class & reli
gious terms) 
Conformity to 
class norms and 
interests 

Self-aware ad
herence to cho~ 
sen class norms 
& interests 

'Critical aware
ness of and 
transcendence 
of class norms 
& interests 

Trans-class 
awareness and 
identification 

FORM OF MORAL 
JUDGMENT* 

Punishment
reward 

Instrumental 
Hedonism 

Interpersonal 
concord 

t 
Law & Order 

1 
Reflective 
relativism or 
class-biased' 
universalism 
Principled 
Higher Law 
(Universal
critical) 

Loyalty to 
being 

.( * modified 
Kohlberg) 

ROLE OF 
SYMBOLS 

Magical
Numinous 

One
dimensional, 
literal 

Multi
dimensional, 
conventional 

Critical 
translation 
into ideas 

Post
critical re
joining of 
symbolic 
nuance ' and 
ideational 
content 
Transparency 
of symbols 

[ f ,r-' 

~ 

. - .... ---.-.. --~----.-~: .. - -.--~--. -.--~ 
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· ... 'he process of development summarized in Fowler's chart 

because of its dependence on interaction as the motive force 
t 

has both internal, individual aspects and external) social aspects. 

VI i thin the mind) we move from a pre -opera ti onal stage through others} 

to formal operations. Piaget's stages are taken to be "necessar~ 

but not sufficient for corresponding stages of moral and faith devel

opment. H60 Socially i we move from the ~'s~lf -aa.Lworld "perception 

of the infantjthrough the conformity of the pre-adolescent~ 

through the individuation of the adolescent) to the final stages of 

transcendence and "trans-class awareness and identification." 

Fowler's developmental theory embodies what I shall call a 

"transcendent principle." frhe person moving through the stages is 

continually transcending his or her previous stage. this is cal~ed 

growth. ~he final stage) the aim ) is not a particular social clas~ 

body of thought1or world view. It is expressed in terms of form 

rather than content; the goal is to transcend the limits of self-

interest ) social codes, national awareness,and literal thinking. 

Stage 6 is rare ) and individuals rather than social groups have 

achieved it. As a psychologist, Fowler does not speak of the 

Stage 6 indivdual as saved} nor does he identify supernatural powers 

as the agents of Stage 6 achievement. But he does speak of the Stage 

using religious language: 

l here is the burden of being a mediato~ teache~ or 
semi-divine model for others. Faith must maintai~ 
generate, and renew the vision of a cosmic meaning that 
will help sustain others. This is the frightful burden 
of being a·Savior of God." 61 

Does the avoidance of specific supernatural or traditional 

content by Fowl~r tailor his developmental theory for use in public 

education? This question has yet to be answered. There has been 



no "pedagogy for the development of fal th I, yet conceived for 

public school use. the question db~ initely deserves further 

investigation which I am not qualified to undertake. However 

we can examine Fowler's work on the implications of his theory 

for rnligious eduoation. 

Fowler) inspired by the religious educator John Westerhoff ~ is 

interested in the applications of this transcendent principle lodged 

in his developmental theory to religius socialization. A transcen-

dent principle which claims "we move from one stage of religious faith 

to a better one" can be the source of "a formal and universalizable 

d o 0 f 1 f 0 t +. 1 1 0 • 0 ° 10 to ,,62 escrlptlon 0 goa s or ln en~lona re 19lous SOCla lza lone 

Al though :, "the development of fai th competences cannot be the direct 

result of education or schooling I n63 relie;i ,)us education can permi t 

and accelerate this development rather than ret~rding itJ much the 

same way that Puritan preparation readied the heart for God's grace' 

If intentional religious socialization . through its work 
in and with the contents of a particular religious tradition) 
hopes to develop persons whose faith manifests the ualities 
described by Stage 5 or Stage 6 then the intentionally 
selected patterns of socialization for persons at each prior 
stage must include an openness toward and sponsorship for 
continuing development. 64 

The difference between Fowler's development of faith and Puritan 

preparatioriist theology lies in their stance toward the super

natural. irhe Puri tan theology was based on a highly articulated 

concept of God ~ with a less sophbticated view of human psychology. 

Fowler reverses this basis. Fowler is dealing with the forms of 

fDath l not the content ,l the specific doctrines of God and salvation. 
\" 

It is for this reason that Fowler considers his theory suited to our 

pluralistic age. The Puritan Commonwealth, despite its attractive 

association of religion and education due to homogeneitY J could 



withstand neither horizontal pluralism ("the obvious variety of 

values beliefs attitudes and behaviors sponsored by different 
• 

religious groups and traditions") nor vertical pluralism . ("the 

diversity between and within religious communities that derives 
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from persons and sub-groups being at different developmental stages 

as regards thei r faith . It) .65 

Recent trends in religious education have shown interest in 

this transcendent principle without tying it to a specific 

Piagetian development of faith framework as Fowler does. Psychology's 

appreciation of religion's effects in the personality, 

regardless of its appreciation of religion's metaphysical claims, 

gave religious education something distinctive to offer. As 

long as psychologists such as James and Jung concentrated on 

discrete spontaneous Hunsolicited" religious experience} they did 

not have much to contribute to religious education; educating 

persons in preparation for religious experience is as difficult 

now as it was in Puritan times. But when psychologists like 

Starbuck and Allport tie religion to human development and start 

speaking of "'the mature religious personali ty " they give religious 

education something to aim for. Let us take some time to review some 

of the signs of new life in religious education) new life which 

has replaced the functionless paralysis we found in the REA's 

first convention ., new life which has been stimulated by psychology's 

understanding of the person and by the transcendent principle. 

While psychologists can simultaneously appreciate the power 

of religion in human growth and suspend judgement on the existence 

of the divine, religious educators appreciate reli~ion's power 

from a position of belief in the divine . Wesner Fallaw shows here 



the emphasis lies in Christian education: 

Christian nurture is not contained in the idea of the 
fact of character development, though the person who 
gro 1S ':' in(.; kn.owle,dge ;J and ~19ve , iof Qbd t,.· ig6ehl:i~t therepy 
ga~ns ~eve~opment o~ ~~s c~arac~er. . 
i,~.:. "," t.l .. ·.!t,t(:J . <~;,~~-·>.-~. '~~.';:~ : ' A.,.~ \' \J!~-~ 

Modern religious educators are reaffirming what the Puritans knew: 
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that "Faith is primarily an action of God) a supernatural gift from 

Him.,,67 However, their understanding of "preparation for faith" 

has increased considerably since Puritan times: 

Faith does not exclude the secondary role of the human 
reason . but includes it. In it are not only divine but 
also human elements: the moral act of hearing and obeying

J
68 

the adhesion to truth and the voluntary ,act of choice. 

For religious educators 1 the developmental process of interaction 

occurs not only between the person arid the natural environment 

bu t involves the HS upe,rna tural environment It as well . 

The process is still one of interaction ~ however) and that 

means that the human pole is equally as important as the divine pole. 

Gordon E. Jackson criticizes the type of religious education which 

proceeds from the assumpt ions 1) that the self is static and "the 

only response the self r.~aiJ to make (is) vertically to God , tt 

2) thatc jsalvation is adherence to right doctrine and Chrhtian 

education is the transmission of right doctrine"; and 3) that the 

Bible is our only source of truth. 69 Religious education no longer 

means enforced acceptance of a supernatural absolute for 

Jackson; it is rather "that process by which each is helped to live r, 

more fully. ,, 70 

Heaching the goal of :'helping persons Ii ve more fully" depends 

on flaving an idea of what t he full life is. Fowler presents a 

normative scale of -"fuller lives" which will undoubtedly have its 

effects on religious education. Pre-Fowler educators; in the 

traditions of Starbuck and Allport, tend to think in terms of "mature" 

religion as a goal. Mature religion is ': not blind fai thJ llnque'Stioning 
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obedience to moral rules,or a flawless record of church attendance. 

(Interestingly, these qualities characterize lower a~ages of Kohl
t 

berg's and Fowler's schemes.) If this were mature reiigion 

a "cultural transmission" model of religious education would 

suffice. N~ture religion is the internalization of moral contvols 

theological doctrines and faithful initiative. It calls for a 

progressive, developmenta~, interactionist model of education. 

What is meant by <'internaliza tion"? I found this process as a 

goal of religious education very much informed by psychology in the 

work of four religious educators: E. Mansell Pattison) James A. 

h..nieht" Angus MacLean" .. and Gabriel-Marie Garrone. Pattison 

and Knight make similar points about moral development. It involves 

the person in two tasks: "The consolidation of his pattern of in-

ternal controls, and the construction of an individual moral 

philosophy_,,?l Especially during ado~ scence} a person should go 

through a period of internalization of moral rules) often char-

acterized by rebellion J by which moral maturi ty is reached. Irhe 

mature person "continually balances and weighs actions in terms of 

how general absolute values can be put into action in terms of one's 

group values in accord with one ts personal values.,,?2 Pattison 

applies this psychological insight to church education which must turh 

away from 11the inculcation of superego sanctions II and towards the 

development of mature morality.?; 

Angus MacLean states ·,jI'he effective personal reprocessing of 

the religious heritage is a mark of maturity.,,?4 Seeing religious 

maturity in this way) as an internalization of the doctrines and 

symhols and actions of a religious heritage allows the return of 

tradition to religious education. We saw that removal of sectarian 
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elements from the public schools led to an embarrassment in religious 

education over the teaching of sectarian doctrines. The work of , 
Carl Jung and Paul Tillich, among others J has l,ed us to a reappre-

ciation of the value of the religious -tradition . Its place in reli

gious education is not the same, however. William Clayton Bower ex-

pressed the shift well when he says that tradition Should be used 

in relisious education "not to bind and limit current experience 

by precedent " but 'tas a resource for the enrichment and control of 

present experience.,,?5 

Internalization applies not only to moral controls and reli-

gious doctrines) but also to faith and community. Sabriel-Marie 

Garrone explores this type of internalizatio~; 

1'he believer is well trained when his faith seems to him 
to be an 'initiative ' inside a 'fidelity' which is authentic 
' obedience' ~ not passive acquiescence; but initiative; not 
an initiative on his own terms.! but an initiative inside a 
general enterprise; the rules of which are known and in which 
he is consciously incorporated. . 
.~l • this initiative should appear as demanding greater in
~eg:ation in the body of the C~urchJ in the mid~t of which76 1t 1S prepared, procured; nour1she~and made falthful . . 

A new view of the Christian community accompanies the new view of 

tradi tion described above. Wesner Fallaw Ecand John Westerhoff 

help us appreciate the church as "an intentional covenanting 

tradition-bearing f~th community"??; a group which individuals 

are not educated to join, Puritan-style) but which educates individ

uals into mature religion ~ 

l'he p?-·ychologistsof religion t s insight that mature religion is 

not acceptance of an outside standard} but internalization of 

morality ) tradition,and faithful initiative; gained through inter

action has necessitated changes in the methods of religious education. 

lilliam Cl§tyton Bower believes education should be conceived "in ::;. 



3-dimensional terms of the cultural heritage of the past) the 

growine person and the dynamic present as it moves into the 

possi bili ties of the undetermined future. " 78 Religious educattors 

phrase the goals of religious education as learning how to 

"deal wi th ambigui ties" or 'ito think theologically" ?9learning 

!1fundamental skills of searching on which Cone] can rely when-

8-2 . 

creeds fail.,,80 Education must thus work not to impose a supernatural 

absolute, but to invoke a transcendent principle which will guide 

personal development. Religious education must have faith that the 

individual can be more and do more than he or she is presently 

being and doing. William Koppe writes that it must encourage in- 

ternalizatinn by 1) providing clear positive direction 2) expressing 

faith in the child) providing reassurance and opportunities to 

support causes and defend moral convictions and 3) engaging in 

planning; providing model~ and helping construct philosophies of life. 8l 

Psychology·s contribution to religious education was a shift 

of attention from an uncha-ging supernatural imposing on 'persons to ",,' 

a changing person aided by a transcendent principle. James Fowler's 

work is especially important here. Its value and its danger both 

lie in its exact defintion of the stages of religious development. 

Such exact definition increases the possibility of transcendence in 

.education but also increases the power of oppressors to make sure 

certain groups stay at lower stages" l'Iuch of the transcendence in 

education before Dewey's progressivism and psychology's developmental 

theory was due to lack of knowledge of how people grow and learn. 

Fowler himself is awa·e of this danger and says "Every effort must 

be made to prevent such a theory from developing in ways that will 

lend support to structures of oppression and provide rationales for 
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exploitive social, economic) political, 82 and religious arrangements." 

If religious education can use Powler's definite scheme of religious 
t 

development without draining it of transcendence) the scheme will 

add immense powe'r : to its methods and accomplishments . 

These advances in religious education can be seen as attempts 

to re-establish a balance between tradition and transcendence in a 

particular field of education. 'I'he religi ous tradi tioD is properly 

valued J but it is not defini ti ve or binding. ·.J.'ranscendence is 

achieved by the internalization of the tradition. Can a similar 

balance be struck between the nationali democratic tradition and 

social transcendence in the public school? Some conjecture on this 

question; following an examination of recent criticism of the 

public schools) will be the subject of our concluding section. 



VI. Conclusion. 

A new wave of criticism of public schools is cresting. E¥er 

since John Dewey} who may be called the Father of Public School 

Criticism ~uch an activity has been widespread and popular.lndee~ 
$ 

we would be able to dismiss the criticisms of men like Samuel Bowles.! 

Martin Carnoy ; Ivan IllichtCharles Silberman and others, as cries of 

"Wolft H
, were it not for the increasing experience and documentation 

of the failings of the public school. Vlhere do modern cri tics locate 

the failings of the public school? What reforms do they propose? 

Is it the case that their criticisms and suggestions are guided by 

the transcendent principle? 

Ivan Illich~ on the )basis of his work at the Center for Inter

cul tural Documentation in Cuernavaca 1 flIexico) presents a startling 

critique of the American type of obligatory public education. His 

critique is primarily economic: he sees schooling as the commodity 

used to distinguish between rich and poor. uIn VIexico the poor are 

those who lack three years of schooling and in New York they are 

those who lack twelve. ,,1 irhe poor are brought to rely on ins ti tu

tions)schooIJhospita~ and welfare bureaucracy) which now do what the 

poor once did for themselves and which afflict them with a "psycho-:

logical impotence ~ the inabili ty to fend for themselves. ,,2 'the Uni ted 

States' response to poverty has been to pour money into those insti

tutions which care for the poor} rather than allowing the poor to 

take care of themselves. The poor "are making the discovery that no 

amount of dollars can remove the inherent destructiveness of welfare 

institutions) once the professional hierarchies of these institutions 

have convinced society that their ministrations are morally necessary. H) 

Such total reliance on professionalized institutions, by rich and poor 
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alike is a sign of what 111ich calls a nschooled society. It 

'fhe educational system of a schooled society is both a special 
t 

instance of inordinate institutional power and the agent of the accep-

tance of that power. 

lheschool system today performs the threefold function 
common to powerful churches throughout history. It is 
simultaneously the repository of society ' s myth, the in
sti tutionalization of that myth's contradictions., and the 
locus of the ritual which reproduces4and veils the dis
parities between myth and reality. 

Schooling is a ritual which conditions young people} through the 

"hidden curriculum t "to institutional planning of every sort. ,,5 Its 

main function is thus to reproduce and maintain our' s'ociety by 

inculcating its -'myths" of "insti tutionalized values t and "selft 

perpetuating progress " into all the young people. The nationalized 

compulsory natQre of our school system is the major sign for 1llich 

that these are its objectives. Lawrence Cremin backs up I11ich ' s 

perception Q~ .f our school system when he says that despite "a con

siderable folklore of local school control in the United States" what 

we really have evolved "is in many respects a national system of 

education"; despite state and local school boards ostensibly in 

contrOl) it is federal financing) legislation and policies which really 

shape our schools. 6 

A metaphor running through 11lich's book compares the school 

system with the established all-powerful Church of former centuries, 

School has become the world religion of a modernized 
proletariat,; and makes futile promises of salvation to 
the ppor of the technological age. The nation-state 
has a;bpted it) drafting all citizens into a graded cur
riculum.s.~he modern state has assumed the duty of en-
forcing the judgment of its educator~ through well-meant 
truant officers and job requirementsl much as did the 
Spanish kings who enforced the judgments of their theologians 
through the conquistadors and the Inquisition. 1 

As "World Church n the school system which exerts control over every 



citizen and justifies itself cannot be fought with 'educational 

reforms lf
; it must simply be abolished. "Only dis-enchantment with 

.
and detachment from the central social ritual and reform of that 

ritual can bring about radical change. ,,8 Clearly 11lich intends 
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his book to be a significant instrument for this detachment; he has 

indeed achieved something which for most Americans would be impos

sible: the imagination of life without schools. The sixth chap~er 

of DeschoQl~ng Society presents his alternative vision . 

A good educational system should have three purposes: it 
should provide all who want to learn with access to 
available resources at any time in their lives; empower 
all who want to share what they know to find those who want 
to learn it from them; and finally furnish all who want 
to present an issue to the public with the opportunity to 
make their challenge known. 9 

Illich proposes a system of learning webs which will accomplish 

these aims. Persons des ,"ring to learn can be directed through the 

web to things I places) teachers of skills l people interes ted in the 

same things they are) and professionals. Such a system would promote 

learning for learning's sake rather than schooling for society~s 

sake. Such an educational system would both require and help 

create a new image of man. "'.the creature whom the schools need as 

a client has neither the autonomy nor the motivation to grow on his 

own •. ,10 In contrast) the person who participates in Il11ch's edu

cational system is master of his or her own growth and responsible 

for the growth of others as well. This person is "the Epimethean 

Man": one who "values hope above expectations,nll 

The phrase "valuing hope above expectations" is a clear signal 

of the presence of the transcendent ~rinciple in 11lich. Expectation 

means "reliance on results which are planned and controlled by man. tf 

Hope goes beyond expectation to mean "trustirg fai th in the goodness 

,.. t .,12 
OI na ure. Illich prescribes abolishment of school systems which 

carefully plan and therefore limit human ambitions and achievement~ 
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systems which envision ' a place for everyone and everyone in his 

place." He desires a system which will frilitate rather than dis
t 

courage transcendence) hich will enable people to design and fill 

their own places in society. 

lheodore iVIcConnell's criticism of I1lich is accurate. ff.dasically 

his writing is religious ideology and rhetoric and not the rational 

pragmatic politics economics ; and sociology that affect thestruc

ture of education in any society.,,1] ll1ich provides "a vision rather 

than an argument. If Yet he does provide a vision of an educational 

system which associates religion and education by placing transcen-

dence within the educational system. It is left to more sober 

yet equally angry schOlars like Charles Silberman to give us the 

painstaking analysis needed to effect educational changes , those who 

recognize that the public school is very likely here to stay. 

Silberman believes that the goal of the schools should not be 

merely intellectual development but education to be human. "Our 

most pressing educational problem . •• is ho/ to create and maintain 

a humane society. A society whose schools are inhumane is not likely 

to be humane itself.,,14 He discusses several characteristics of 

the humane education: 

It 'should prepare children for work that does not yet exist 
and whose nature cannot even be imagined ••• by teaching them 
how to learn •.. to apply man ' s accumulated wisdom to new 
p'ro blems as they aris e ••• n 

It "should prepare people not just to earn a living but to 
live a life- a creative) humane, and sensitive life. ' 

It should enable a person to "think for himsel~ so that he is 
dependent on neither the opinions nor th facts of others 
~nd that he uses that capacity to think about his own education 
which means to think about his own nature and his place in the 
universe. " 

It should give knowledge of the experience of beauty) in 

• 



creation or appreciation) and understanding of "how to 1.5 
mal{e our intentions effective in the real world." 
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Silberman states ) "The schools fail to achieve any of the3e goals." 

In a chapter entitled aEducatinn for Docili tY"j he catalogues in

stances of this failure , concentrating especially on the hidden 

curriculum of order and control which stunts and limits the child's 

growth. Schools are compulsoTy } requiring twelve or more years of 

daily attendance; collective , entrusting groups of students to one 

teacher; and constantly evaluative ; necessitating,', :,.'·~a sharp demarcation 

of power and authority between student and teacher.,,16 Given these 

conditions} (and for Silberman) they remain given and largely un

chageable)~ schools hav._:~e tradi tionally chosen to value order and 

efficiencY1 maintained by strict controls . 

Silberman is in favor of another choice ; the informal classroom. 

He admires v.ery much the English system of primary schools which 

emphasizes play and the child ' s own activities and interests. The 

schools put into prac t ice Dewey ' s and Piaget ' s theories of learning 

as interaction. Silberman says, ~inding the right balance is never 

easy; there will always be a certain tension between two groups of 

educational objectives- those concerned with individual growth and 

fulfillment) and tho~e concerned *~th the transmission of specific 

skills} intellectual disciplines, and bodies of knowledge . :. ~ .,17 

Silberman proposes reforms at a. micro-J..eveJ. compared. to Illi ch. 

~Lassroorn me~hod.s) currlcuLa ! ~eacher training) styles of adminis-

tration: these are the areas where reform will take place, within the 

presently existing ppblic ':" school system" The transcendent principle 

works ona micro-level as well; Silberman ' s vision is of individual 

students becoming sensitive, humane) fulfille~socially aware and 

socially critical) by benefit of their schooling in informal class-



roo.ms. The reviews of Silberman's book CrisiS. in the Classroom 

are instructive in showing why this approach is afte~ all inadequate • 
.-

After initial critical acclaim in periodicals such as The New 

York 'rimes Book Review, Saturday Heview ... and Atlantic J a. less favorable 

position was taken by reviewers in smaller religious periodicals such 

Commentary and Commonweal .! .. l\ IVlaurice Berube} in Q.Q¥1ffi0!l~aj. i believes 

the book~"s "unduly sympathetic response" was due to its coming at the 

right time: "It coalesces with an increasingly conservative nati ;nal 

mood."lC5 berube writesa 

Silberman absolves all parties of guilt •• !What is wrong with 
elementary and secondary education,' Silberman write~ ' has 
less to do with incompetence or indifference or venality than 
with mindlessness: 

What trips Silberman up is his narrow definition of reform. 
Consider his list of school reforms a the" new math;· compu
terized education ~ team teaching ~ and "the like; most are more 
properly innovative techniques in method and curricula. It is 
not that these innovations failed to reform a system; they 
were never intended to change how schools are run as much to 
accomodate to them. 19 

Ronald Gross t in Book Review ~ sharpens Berube ' s criticism 
J " 

following similar lines! Silberman simply does not take social forces 

sufficd.en~lY . into account. 

For to postulate ~indlessness' as the underlying fault of 
the system does not confront one of the chief lessons of 
the past several years ... Schooling is determined not just by 
intelligence or its lack) but by the vital economic and polit
ical interests of those who control it. rhis fact needs to be 
added to Silberman's penetrating diagnosis and prescription 
if we are to make progress toward school ~ reform. 

~~rtin Carnoy and others whose articles are assembled in his ~chooling 

in a Corporate Societ~ provide the socio-economic analysis of our 

educational system and its reforms which Silberman fails to provide. 

Samuel Bowles argues :, 

(1) that schools have volved in the United States not as 
part of a pursui t of equali ty) but rather to meet the needs · 
of capitalist employers for a disciplined and skilled labor 
force) and to provide a mechanism for social control in the 

• I .. 



interests of political stability; 
(2) that as the economic importance of skilled and well
educated labor has grown, inequalities in the sChool system 
have become increasingly important in reproducing the cla~s 
structure from one generation to the next; 
()) that the U.S. school system i pervaded by class ine
qualities ) which have shown little sign of diminishing over 
the last half century; and 
(4) that the evidently unequal control over school boards and 
other decision-making bodies in education does not provide a 
sufficient explanation of the persistence and pervasiveness 
of inequalities in the school system. 21 

Bowles believes that inescapable economic pressures limit the 

transcendence available in American public schools. "Equal 

educational opportunity " can never be built into public education . 

Carnoy shares the inevitably pessimistic assessment of the attempt 
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to reform education: "rlhe problem of independence~ control} or even 

simply assuring equal opportunity cannot be settled merely by 

changing the schools: schools simply reflect and inculcate the values 

f I . t ,,22 ,- f h· d . ttl f o a arger SOCle y. He arms suc as lncrease communl y con ro 0 

schools; informal classrooms, and voucher plans, cannot have much 

effect; even if they do make public education ostensibly more pleasant 

and palatable) "the end result will still be competi tive achievement 

tests and socialization into corporate society. ,.2) 'rhe desire to get 

into a good college has prevented many a dissatisfied public school 

student from opting for a ilfree" school. 

A final viewpoint on the lack of transcendent opportunity in 

the public schools and the possible remedies of the situation is 

provided by La.rence Cremin in Public Education. Cremin puts for

ward an "Ecology of Education" which recognized the educational 

role of family) school ) church and synagogue) museum'1 media and 

advertising.Dewey suggests that "schools are the only means adults 

really have at their disposal for going systematically and deliber-
. 24 

ately about the education of the young. II Cremin, on the other hand 
! 
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has a Ittheory of education whereby each of the major educative agencies 

performs a mediative role with respect to the others, and with respect .. 
to society at large. ,25 Cremin resembles Harris in this reg~rd. 

Cremin,(' focusing on teacher education (he is a distinguished 

professor of Education at Teachers Colleg~, Columbia University) calls 

for new thinking on the problems of anti-transcendent public edu

cat:1on. - We must think !lcomprehensively-~ relationallYD and publiclylf 

about education, This umeans ~onsidering and e.valua.tj;lng _,a~lleducati ve 

forces in American societYJ their relationships and peculiar strengths 

and weaknesses ; it means encouraging public debate and self-

examination onJtwhat knowledge ,t what values; what skills,,- and what 

sensibilities we might want to nurture in the young and how e might 

want to nuxure them . . ,26 Cremin believes that oonsciousness-raising 

stimulated by institutions of teacher education has the power to 

escape the inescapable connection between economics and education 

which Carnoy and Bowles try to demonstrate. Cremin says:j ,in.,! terms 

strikingly like those of this study) that professional educators 

have as their primary function: "pnophesYJ or the artistic linking 

of tradition and aspiration. n27 (For 1l11ch professional educators 

were theologians!) 

We have examined a group of public-school critics who bemoan 

the lack of transcendence in this system, though they locate this 

failing in different places: in its obligatory nationalized nature; 

in its 'Imindlessness I, and oppression of the individual student fS 

creative impulses; in'\ its use of tracking and vocational guidance 

to cater to economic structures; or in,) i ts near-monopoly of the 

education of children. ~hey all agree on the need for reform although 

the variation in this matter is again wide. 11lich is determined 
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to abolish the entire eduoational system: as it is inescapably con

nected with the present socio-economic order. Carnoy and Bowles 
. .. 

realistically lack 111ich's faith in the power of educational changes 

over that of sb6io-economic orders. The three agree that reform within 

the system is likely to be only temporary,'; or l. ineffectual. 

Silberman and Cremin have fi~th in the possibility of ,reform within 

the system; if only we would start thinking about education. Sil

berman proposes amicro " (wi thin classroom) reformst while Cremin 

reaohes out for a more comprehensive adjustment of all eduoative 

facilities. 

The testimony of these critics of the public schools (and of 

their critics as well) leads me to conclude that the re-association 

·'f religion and education is pre-eminently a matter of structural 

changes which will be reinforced but not preceded by pedagogical 

changes such as Silberman proposed. Plans of structural change in 

public schools fill a book called Alternative ~ducation: A Source 

Boo}e for Parents l 'reacher~ Students l and Administrators" edited by 

flIario"Fantini. Fantini says we have at last realized that "i t is 

difficult. if not impossible, for a monolithic system of public 

educa tion) to respond to the differen, t cfJ'lreptions of quall ty edu

cation held by a pluralistic society ..• "28 Fantini collects 

writings on alternatives within the public system and outside of it) 

such as free schools~ mini-schools j communi ty~run schools,., voucher 

systemsi' and "schools without walls." 

It is important to give a place within all this secular experi

mentation to religious education. Pedagogical changes in the field 

of religious education are certainly needed. Andre Godin identifies 

a difficulty in the development of a religious pedagogy. "Not a 

single study has been published •.. which has taken for its object 



the evaluation of the pedagogical effectiveness of a method of 

religious instruction.,,29 Another difficulty: religious education 

has yet to fully realize its role of teaching transcendence . 

Fowler and others are worl(in.g to overcome these difficul ties . 
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Pedagogical changes are not sufficient here either. Structural 

changes must be made if transcendence -is to return to education: 

first r the dis - establishment of the school and second } the growth 

of reI ig{us education as a significant alternative . Ina fascinating 

article " J.:ihomas Goman and Ronald Laura attribute the church ' s loss 

of s60ia1 power to an imbalance in the time allotted to church and 

other activities. The authors call for nincreased linearity" of time 

blocks; instead of a large block of education followed by an even 

larger block on the job_ they propose 

intermittent work and school periods. One tends to 
think about philosophical problems more when one is in 
school and this would provide the necessary door into 
other time-blocks for the church.30 

Another advocate of structural change .
1 

Robert Lynn) sees the 

church's lack of social power as something of an advantage . The 

church's marginal place in society gives it the opportunity to 

provide really alternative) critical, transcendent input into edu~ 

cation: 

The peculiar possibilities of our marginality are manifold: 
the freedom of perceiving areas of educational neglect; the 
independence needed for sponsoring experimentally oriented 
programs that the public schools could lea~r from; and the 
willingness to use our limited resources in' continuously 
changing combinations and the unwillingness to become 
wedded to particular forms.31 

In fact) an organization called United Ministries in Public 

Education was formed to do the kin~ of work Lynn suggests. The 

organization was founded on the belief that the church "must 

accept its accountability for education as a major dimension of 

pu"ol;c 11' fe . ,,32 dh U' t d r·rr o 
• t · 

+ ~ e n1 e ~1n1S rles are especially concerned that 



diversity of learning style and equal access to education be 

provided by the public school system. 
.

'rhese suggested and actual structural changes represent the 

re-association of religion and education in a pluralistic society. 

Gone are the days of Puritan homogeneity; going are the days of 

American fL- ,tionalism. It is time to recognize and appreciate our 
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pluralism ~ ·iEducation should not try to reduce pluralism; nor should 

it be segregationist, sponsored by small ingrown communities. It 

should be devoted to the possibility of dialogue and sharing 

between traditions, by which these traditions are not cancelled out 

but transcended. 

Horace Mann, William Torrey Harri~ and John Dewey contributed 

to the separation of religion and education, but they also offered 

sources of transcendence in education which are still valuable 

today, Mann's association of the superna.tural and doctrinal and 

edu.cation no longer has a lace in the public :.-; school..J but it is 

valuable in religious education. We do not have to be afraid of nor 

embarrassed by our particular supernatural and doctrinal traditions. 

Harris's division of educational labor and his appreciation 

especially of the education churches could provide, are guides for 

the work needed to be done now. Church education has much more 

freedom and potential today than public education. All it lacks is 

a si.gnificant part of the child!s week) sufficient financial supportJ 

and many more concerned and dedicated workers; formidable obstacles 

to be sure) but worth trying to overcome. 

John Dewey's progressive education) supported by ensuing devel

opments in psychology> is still valid as a source of transcendence 

in education. r~ notion that an individual grows through interaction 



with the environment (the social, cultural.1 or religious community,; 

especially) and the equivalent nmtion that the individual grows 
t 

through the internalization of traditions; these are the bedrock 

on which better relations between religion and education can be 

constructed? within t he context of church-state separation. 

We must both affirm tradition and provide for transcendence. 
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